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QUESTIONS
STEMS
Use these to help you set your own questions.
Try to use some from each section.

Simple Question Stems recognising and recalling
Where is it?

Describe what happens when?

What is?

How would you define?

When did it happen?

How would you recognise?

How is?

Which one?

Why did?

Explain what is meant by?

More complex questions
Identify the pros and cons of

What do you think about?

What would be the result of?

Which is the most important factor?

What explanation can you give for

What could you suggest about?

What is the problem with?

What would happen if?

What can you point out about?

What is the most important reason why
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Book Pride
1
No dates and titles are underlined
Work is very untidy
Extended writing tasks are incomplete
SPaG errors being repeated

●
●
●
●

2
●
●
●
●

Some dates and titles are underlined
Work is untidy
Extended writing tasks are short
SPaG errors being repeated

Show more PRIDE in your learning.
Be proud to learn and be proud of your work.

3
●
●
●
●

Most dates and titles are underlined
Work is usually neat and well presented
Extended writing tasks are good
SPaG is usually correct

4
●
●
●
●

All dates and titles are underlined
Work is exceptionally neat and well presented
Extended writing tasks are outstanding
SPaG is consistently correct
You are RESILIENT.
You always show PRIDE in your work.

1

2

Skill

Choose four statements.

Write a summary of the
differences or similarities in
the extract.

Write about how language
is used.

Compare how writers
convey their perspectives.

Create a response to a
statement (argue/ persuade).

Week

1

2

3

4

5

Write about language techniques.
This implies/ suggests/ shows
Use Single Word Analysis
This creates the impression that…
The effect of this is...

Use Statement, Quote, Inference (SQI).
Use conjunctions to show difference or similarity.
Make clear inferences- this shows/ implies/ suggests/ conveys/ reveals

Purpose
You are writing to:
persuade, argue, advise
●
demonstrate that you can present a coherent argument.
●
Show sophisticated vocabulary to accurately express your ideas.
Structure ideas
Start with a strong clear introduction, voicing your opinion.
Write supporting paragraphs using facts and other techniques where appropriate.
Give a counter argument.
Conclude with an emotional call to action.

Use appropriate opening and closing- Dear… Yours sincerely
Use a range of sentences.
Use a range of persuasive techniques.
Use discourse markers- Initially, secondly, although, however etc.

Consider:
●
Purpose- Both sources are designed to show...
●
Viewpoint- The writer of Source… believes...
●
Tone- The tone is initially… but changes to..
There is a… tone throughout
●
Language- The use of … shows
●
structure- … is used at this point to...

●

●

●
●
●

Read the statements very carefully.
Decide on your answers before marking the boxes.

Tip
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Pun- A play on words especially homophones
Rhetorical question- an answer is not expected or is obvious.
Rule of three- Using three similar or related words to support
a description.
Statistics- Use of figures to support a point.
SuperlativesOf the highest quality in its category most beautiful, brightest,
fastest, best etc.
Understatement- opposite to hyperbole. Making something
seem less than it is.

Discourse markers
Firstly, initially, before, after, currently, consequently, generally,
immediately, eventually, at the same time, interestingly,
furthermore, meanwhile, occasionally, directly, finally, lastly.

SPaG
●
Use paragraphs
●
Use discourse markers
●
Vary sentence structure
Simple sentence ( subject + verb + predicate)
Compound (two simple sentences joined by FANBOYS coordinating
conjunctions.)
Complex (main clause + subordinate clause. Joined by subordinate
conjunctions- because , although, as, when, until, after etc).

Key Skills

8

Introduction
Linked paragraphs
Conclusion
Third person

Headline/ sub-headings
Linked paragraphs
Third person

Anecdote- short personal story.
Conjunctions- used to join sentences.
Counter Argument - Demonstrate that you recognise the other side of the
argument and then give a stronger reason explaining why your opinion is
better.
Emotive language- evokes a strong emotional response
Fact- Can be proven
Hyperbole- exaggerated statements
Imagery- vivid descriptions mainly using figurative language.
Imperative verbs- Commanding verbs.
Opinion- A view or judgement not based on fact.

Article
●
●
●
Essay
●
●
●
●

Techniques

Appropriate address Good morning/ afternoon
Appropriate closing- Thank you for listening
First person

Address and date
Formal opening
Appropriate signing off
First person

7

Letter
●
●
●
●
Speech
●
●
●

Text type

6
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Key Events - Summary
An inspector arrives at the Birling house. He tells them
how a girl called Eva Smith has killed herself by drinking
disinfectant - he wants to ask them some questions.
The Inspector reveals that the girl used to work in Arthur
Birling's factory and he had her sacked for going on strike.
Mr Birling refuses to accept any responsibility for her
death. The Inspector then reveals that Sheila thought that
Eva had made fun of her, complained and got her sacked.
Sheila is deeply ashamed and feels responsible for the
girl’s death. The Inspector forces Gerald to confess to an
aﬀair he had with Eva. Sheila respects Gerald’s honesty
but returns the engagement ring he gave her. It is
revealed that Sybil Birling had refused to help the
pregnant Eva. It turns out that it was Eric who got Eva
pregnant, and stole money from his father to help her.
The Inspector leaves. The family ring the inﬁrmary and
there is no record of a girl dying from drinking
disinfectant. Suddenly the phone rings, Mr Birling
answers it, to his horror the phone call reveals that a
young woman has just died from drinking disinfectant
and the police are on their way to question them about it.
The curtain falls and the play ends.

Key Terms - Authoritative Commanding and self-conﬁdent; likely to be respected and obeyed / Bourgeoisie The capitalist class
who own most of society's wealth and means of production (Communist deﬁnition) / Catalyst An event or person that causes great
change / Class A system of ordering society: people are divided into groups based on perceived social or economic status /
Condescending Treating someone as if you are more important or more intelligent than them / Conservative Averse to change or
innovation and holding traditional values / Dramatic irony The situation in which the audience of a play knows something that the
characters do not know / Equality The right of diﬀerent groups of people to have a similar social position and receive the same
treatment / Hierarchy A system in which people or things are arranged according to their importance / Industrialist A person
involved in the ownership and management of industry (usually factories) / Oppression Extended cruel or unjust treatment or use
of authority / Progressive Arguing for progress, change, improvement, or reform.

Characters An Inspector Calls has six main characters. The Birling family
and Gerald Croft, Sheila's ﬁancé. Inspector Goole arrives to
conduct his investigation into the death of Eva Smith, who
changes her name to Daisy Renton. The Birlings' maid,
Edna, may seem insigniﬁcant but she serves as a reminder
of the Birlings’ wealth and the presence of the lower
classes.
Mr Arthur Birling - ‘heavy-looking, rather portentous… in
his middle ﬁfties with fairly easy manners but rather
provincial in his speech’.
Mrs Sybil Birling - ‘about ﬁfty, a rather cold woman and
her husband’s social superior’.
Sheila Birling - ‘a pretty girl in her early twenties, very
pleased with life and rather excited’.
Eric Birling - ‘early twenties, not quite at ease, half shy, half
assertive’
Gerald Croft - ‘attractive chap, about thirty… very much the
easy well-bred man about town’.
Inspector Goole - ‘creates an impression of massiveness,
solidity and purposefulness’ / ‘in his ﬁfties’ / ‘he speaks
carefully, weightily’
Secondary characters
Eva Smith/Daisy Renton and Edna - the Birlings' maid

Key quotations
Opening: ‘ large surburban house’ / ‘Edna, the parlour maid, is just
clearing the table, which has no cloth of dessert plates and
champagne glasses’’ / ‘all ﬁve are in evening dress of the period’
Mr Birling: “nobody wants war”/ “unsinkable, absolutely unsinkable”
/ ‘hardheaded practical man of business” / ‘We’re not all mixed up
like bees in a hive’ / “a man has to mind his own business and look
after himself and his own-and-“(door bell rings) / “It’s my duty to
keep labour costs down” / ‘I was quite justiﬁed’
Sheila: “But these girls aren’t cheap labour they’re people”/ ‘you
were jealous of her’/ “I’ll never do it again to anybody”/ “You’re just
beginning to pretend all over again” / “Well, he inspected us alright” /
‘Fire and blood and anguish. And it frightens me the way you talk,
and I can’t listen to any more of it’
Gerald: ‘I think Miss Birling ought to be excused from any more
questioning’ / ‘gave me a glance that was nothing less than a cry for
help’ / ‘I was sorry for her’ / ‘wonderful Fairy Prince’ / ‘I’m rather more
– upset - by this’ / ‘that man wasn’t a police oﬃcer…I’m almost
certain’ / ‘Everything’s all right now Sheila. What about this ring?’
Mrs Birling ‘I don’t think that we can help you much’ / “She called
herself Mrs Birling-“/ “She only has herself to blame” / “I accept no
blame” / “a girl of that class” / “I was the only one who didn’t give into
him”
Eric “I was in that state when a chap easily turns nasty” “ I wasn’t in
love with her or anything”/ You’re not the kind of father a chap could
go to” / “You killed her” / “He was our inspector alright”/ “we all
helped to kill her”
The Inspector: “she was in great agony” / ‘no work, no money
coming in, and living in lodgings, with no relatives to help her, lonely,
half starved, she was feeling desperate’ / “one line of inquiry at a
time” / “each of you helped to kill her” / “Public men , Mr Birling, have
responsibilities as well as privileges” “Millions and millions and
millions of Eva Smiths and John Smiths” / “ with their lives, their
hopes and fears, their chance of happiness, all intertwined with our
lives” / “we are responsible for each other” / “ will be taught it in ﬁre
and blood and anguish”

Y11 Knowledge Organiser - ‘An Inspector Calls’ and Language Paper 2 Section A: Reading 19th Century Texts
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Themes Age - There is a marked
diﬀerence in attitude between
the younger and the older
generations, as noted by
Inspector Goole in Act One. The
young are honest and admit
their faults. The old will do
anything to protect themselves.
Gerald Croft is caught in the
middle, being neither very
young nor old.
Gender - Mr Birling shows that
he has a patronising view of
women. Gerald makes sexist
and superﬁcial comments about
the women in the bar he visits.
The ‘patriarchy’ is a system of
society or government in which
men hold the power and
women are largely excluded
from it. This was dominant in
1912.
Class - Priestley calls for
equality in society through the
idea of social responsibility. In
the play, the need for equality is
best understood by the extreme
inequality that is depicted.
There are several classes
(diﬀerent levels of society)
depicted in the play. The
Birlings and Gerald represent
the classes that have the
greatest power. Eva, Edna, the
factory workers, shop assistants
and prostitutes represent the
lower classes. They have little or
no power.

John Boynton Priestley was born 13th September
1894 and died 14th August 1984.
He was born in an extremely respectable suburb
of Bradford and lived a life much like the Birlings
in ‘Inspector Calls’.
At 16, he left school to work as a clerk in a wool
ﬁrm (Helm and Co). This made him aware of what
life was like for the working-class.
Priestley also served during the First World War,
making him exposed to the horrors of war. He
was also a radio broadcaster in WW2.
By 1930-1940, Priestley became concerned about
the consequences of social inequality.
During 1942, he and others set up a new socialist
political party, the Common Wealth Party, which
merged with the Labour Party in 1945.
Priestley was inﬂuential in developing the idea of
the Welfare State.

By performing this play to the public in Post-War Britain,
Priestley was able to inﬂuence the British people into
supporting socialist reforms.

At a turning point like 1945 when the play was written,
Priestley wanted to encourage his audiences to push for
social and political change in Britain. Priestley was a noted
socialist and wanted to bring about change in British
society.

Priestley’s ideas and intentions By setting the play in the Edwardian period, Priestley is able
to remind his post-war audience what society was like only
30 years previously, when a small minority of rich
aristocrats and middle-class business owners dominated
the wealth in the country.

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Priestley’s Biography -

The Titanic: A colossal passenger ship that sank on its maiden voyage from Britain to
America in 1912. Arthur Birling boasts of the tremendous power of the Titanic in one of his
early speeches in the play. However, Priestley and the audience are aware the Titanic sank
a few days after Birling makes his speech. Priestley therefore uses the Titanic as a symbol
of greed and capitalism and shows that its power and control will inevitably sink. It also
makes Birling look incredibly foolish.

Capitalism: An economic and political system in trade and industry are controlled by
private owners for proﬁt, not the state. Britain has – for most of its modern history – been
a capitalist society. Priestley was frustrated at what he saw as economic inequality in
society and wanted to use the Second World War as a catalyst for change. He therefore
advocated socialism over capitalism.

Social Responsibility: The Inspector wanted each member of the family to share the
responsibility of Eva's death: he tells them, "each of you helped to kill her." Eva Smith is the
symbol of the poor who are denied social justice. Birling believes his responsibilities are
only to himself and his family – and to make proﬁt. Gerald agrees. Mrs Birling only gives
charity to those she feels deserve it. Initially, Sheila and Eric are unaware of how the
working class struggle. Through the Inspector, Priestley delivers a powerful socialist
political message about social responsibility.

Socialism: A political philosophy that and theory that believes the means of production,
distribution, and exchange should be owned or regulated by the community. Britain
pre-1945 had always been a capitalist or imperialist society and socialism was a relatively
new political theory. The British Labour Party was formed several decades before
advocating socialism in the country. In 1945 it won a famous General Election victory,
ousting then Prime Minister Winston Churchill. New PM Clement Attlee brought in the
British welfare state which included the National Health Service, where everyone in the
country contributed to the NHS through National Insurance and everyone was able to use
it without charge.

The Post-War Period: The play was performed in 1945 (in the Soviet Union and in the UK
in 1946). This was a time of signiﬁcant social, economic and political upheaval after two
World Wars that completely altered the make-up of British society.

Edwardian Period: The play is set in 1912 during the Edwardian period. This is the time
between the end of the Victorian era and the start of the First World War in 1914. In this
time period class divisions were still very clear with there being virtually no welfare state or
beneﬁts in place for the poorer sections of society.

Social and Historical Context -
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Definition

To convert a percentage to
a fraction by writing it as:
P ercentage
and simplifying
100

The simplest method to
transform a fraction number
to a decimal value is to
simply divide the numerator
by the denominator to get
the decimal value

Converting from a decimal
to a percentage is done by
multiplying the decimal
value by 100 and adding %.

To write a sum, expression
or ratio in its lowest terms

To split the given amount
into unequal shares

A value to multiply a
number by to increase,
decrease or find a
percentage of an amount.

Skill

Percentage
to Fraction

Fraction to
Decimal

Decimal to
Percentage

Simplify

Share in
Ratio

Multiplier

= 0.625

To find 12% of a number:
Multiply by 0.12
To increase a number by 12%:
Multiply by 1.12
To decrease a number by 12%:
Multiply by 0.88

For example, share £12 in the
ratio of 3:1 = £9:£3

For example 4:10:6 can be
simplified to 2:5:3

For example, 0.23 as a
percentage is 23%

5
For example, 8

For example, 40% as a fraction.
40
4
2
100 = 10 = 5

Examples

Density,
Mass,
Volume

Speed,
Distance,
Time

multiplied together to find the
top.

The relationship between
Mass, Density and Volume.

The relationship between
Speed, Distance and Time.

Is the calculation used to find
the change from an original
value to a new value in terms
of percentage

To find the original value if
given the new value and the
multiplier

Reverse
Percentage

Percentage
Change

Definition

Skill

Ratio and Proportion

Y11 Maths - Cycle 2

Percentage Change =
Difference divided by
Original

Original = New Value
divided by multiplier

Examples

7

Area of a
Parallelogra
m

Area of
Triangle

Measurement of
the internal space.

Area of
Rectangle

Base x Height

Found by:

Measurement of
the internal space.

½ x Base x Height

Found by:

Measurement of
the internal space.

Length x Width

Found by:

Definition

Skill

Examples

Circumference
of Circle

Area of Circle

Measurement
of the internal
space.

Area of
Trapezium

or

2πr

Found by
using the
formula πd

Measurement
of the
perimeter of
the circle

formula πr²

Found by
using the

Measurement
of the internal
space.

½ (a + b)h

Found by:

Definition

Skill

Geometry and Measure

Y11 Maths - Cycle 2

Therefore the circumference = π x 16cm
Circumference = 50.27cm

The diameter of a circle is 16cm

Therefore the area = π x 5cm x 5cm
Area = 78.54cm³

The radius of a circle is 5cm

Examples

8

Definition

To total area of all
sides on a 3D shape.
Find the area of all the
faces and add them
together

A shape made up of
straight lines

The angle inside a
polygon

The outside angle of a
polygon. Drawn from a
straight line.

Skill

Surface
Area

Polygon

Interior
Angle

Exterior
Angle

The exterior can be found by
360/n

One interior angle can be
found by dividing that answer
by n

The sum of the interior angles
of a polygon with n sides is:
(n – 2)180.

Examples of polygons are;
Squares, Triangles,
Pentagons, etc

The surface area of a cube
with lengths of 4cm is 64cm³

Examples
Angles in parallel lines
have various properties.

Angles in
parallel
Lines

Theorem in geometry: the
square of the length of the
hypotenuse of a right
triangle equals the sum of
the squares of the lengths
of the other two sides.

Pythagoras

a² + b² = c²

Can be found by adding
the x coordinates and
halving, then adding the
y-coordinates and halving

Midpoint

Interior angles add to 180

Corresponding angles are
equal

Alternative angles are
equal

Definition

Skill

Geometry and Measure cont.

Y11 Maths - Cycle 2

Midpoint of (3,5) and (7,10) is
(5,7.5)

Examples
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Belt transect

3

Tiny hair-like projections from a cell that usually allow it to
move a substance past the cell (for example, in the bronchioles
in the lungs).
Cells in the lining of the airways that produce mucus to trap
dust and pathogens.
a small gland in the skin which secretes a lubricating oily matter
(sebum) into the hair follicles to lubricate the skin and hair.
A protein produced by the immune system in humans (and
other animals) that attacks foreign organisms (antigens) that
get into the body.

Cilia

Antibody

Sebaceous glands

Goblet cells

A substance capable of causing cancer in living tissue.

Carcinogen

Benign

Vaccination

Pathogen

Malignant Tumour

Population

Random sample

Combustion
Decomposer

W
E
E
K

Carbon sink

Abnormal cancerous mass of cells that grows quickly and can
spread.
Harmful organism which invades the body and causes
infectious disease.
Injection of a small quantity of inactivated pathogen to protect
from disease.
Refers to tumours that are not cancerous and do not spread

A square frame of known area used for sampling the
abundance and distribution of slow or non-moving organisms.
An organism which eats dead organisms, fallen leaves, animal
droppings, etc, and breaks them down into simpler materials.
A natural reservoir that absorbs more carbon than it releases,
and thereby lowers the concentration of CO2 from the
atmosphere
The process of burning by heat.
An organism (bacteria or fungus) which breaks down dead
organic materials.
An ecological sampling method where quadrats are placed in a
line across a changing habitat.
A method of studying a habitat in which all parts of the habitat
have an equal chance of being sampled.
The number of organisms of one particular species in a
habitat.

Quadrat

Detritivore

Definition

Keyword

Vaccines contain dead or inactive pathogens which causes our bodies to produce
antibodies against that particular pathogen.

White blood cells defend the body by ingesting pathogens and producing antibodies and
antitoxins. There are two main types you need to know about.
• Phagocyte: Cells, such as white blood cells, that engulf and absorb waste material,
harmful microorganisms, or other foreign bodies in the bloodstream and tissues.
• Lymphocyte: White blood cell which attacks pathogens by producing antibodies. A
special type of lymphocyte called a memory lymphocyte is used to help us to
‘remember’ pathogens so we can fight them more easily next time we are infected.

How does the body protect itself from disease?
Your skin acts as a barrier and produces antimicrobial secretions. Goblet cells in the
ciliated epithelium of your trachea and bronchi secrete mucus, which traps pathogens and
dust particles. Cilia (tiny hairs) beat together to waft mucus to the back of the throat,
where it is swallowed.

What are non-communicable diseases?
Non-communicable diseases, such as cancer and coronary heart disease, are among the
greatest killers. Some factors, such as smoking and obesity, can increase the risk of
developing cancer so it follows that your cancer risk can often be reduced by maintaining a
more healthy lifestyle and making intelligent choices.

The total amount of carbon on Earth is fixed and stored in various compounds such as
carbon dioxide, proteins and carbohydrates.

What materials are recycled in nature?
Water, carbon, and nitrogen are some of the materials that are recycled through natural
processes such as photosynthesis, respiration, and decay.
• Photosynthesis: A chemical process used by plants to make glucose and oxygen from
carbon dioxide and water, using light energy.
• Respiration: The chemical change that takes place inside living cells, which uses glucose
and oxygen to release the energy that organisms need to live

Why is it important to study ecology?
As mankind’s population grows exponentially there is a need for us to find better ways to
dispose of our waste. We also need to consider ways to maintain the biodiversity of life on
Earth. Conservation techniques can help to do this.
For example, we can use quadrats to measure the populations of plants in a habitat to find
out how human activities are affecting other organisms.

Key Ideas

Cycle 2 Biology Year 11 Knowledge Organiser
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Avogadro's number
(Higher)

Thermal
decomposition
Mole (Higher)

Mass

Gas

Conservation of
mass

Balanced equation

Alloy

Ionic half equations

Monomer

Displacement

An equation written using the symbols and formulae of
the reactants and products, so that the number of units
of each element present is the same on both sides.
No atoms are created or destroyed in a chemical
reaction. The total mass stays the same during a
chemical reaction.
matter in a state in which it will expand freely to fill the
whole of a container, having no fixed shape (unlike a
solid) and no fixed volume (unlike a liquid).
The amount of matter an object contains. Mass is
measured in kg or g.
Type of reaction in which a compound breaks down to
form two or more substances when it is heated.
The amount of substance that contains the same
number of particles as there are atoms in 12 g of
carbon-12 (contains the Avogadro's number 6.0 ×10²³
number of particles).
The number of atoms or molecules in one mole of a
substance, equal to 6.023 × 1023.

The process off a reactant losing electrons. An
example of this is when oxygen is added to a reactant
in a chemical reaction.
The process off a reactant gaining electrons. An
example of this is when oxygen is removed from a
reactant in a chemical reaction.
A chemical reaction where an element takes the place
of or ‘pushes out’ another element from a compound.
A smaller molecule that can be joined together into a
chain (polymer).
A redox reaction is made up of two half equations, one
in which electrons are lost and one in which electrons
are gained. It shows the changes to the ions involved in
a reaction.
A mixture of a metal with one or more other metals or
non-metals. This is done to change the properties of
the metal. An example would be steel which is an alloy
of iron.

Oxidation

Reduction

Definition

Keyword

Bioleaching uses bacteria to produce leachate solutions that contain metal
compounds. These can then be processed to obtain the metal.

HIGHER: There is a type of plant that are hyperaccumulators (plants capable
of growing in very high concentrations of metals, absorbing these metals
through their roots, and storing high levels of metals in their tissues). These
plants can absorb toxic metals from the soil and store them in their leaves.
These hyperaccumulators can then be burnt to extract the metals, this is
phytomining. Phytomining means using plants to absorb metal compounds
through their roots. The plants are then burned to produce an ash containing
a high concentration of the metal compounds.

In some cases it may seem as though the mass of the products is less than that of
the reactants. This is usually because one or more of the products of the reaction
are gases. Gases can escape from the reaction vessel and cause a decrease in
mass.

In any reaction; the total mass of the reactants must be equal to the total mass of
the products. This is called the law of conservation of mass. This occurs because
all of the atoms in the reactants must end up in the products. There are the same
number of atoms of each element before and after the reaction.

Life cycle assessment: A process carried out to assess the environmental impact of
products in each of the stages involved in their manufacture, use and disposal.

The metals must be extracted from their ores in order to be used. There are three
ways we obtain metals.
1. If the metal is not very reactive, then it can be found naturally in its elemental
form. E.g. gold.
2. If the metal is less reactive than carbon then it can be extracted from its ore in
a blast furnace. The carbon reduces the metal, removing the oxygen. The pure
metal and carbon dioxide are produced.
3. If the metal is more reactive than carbon it must be extracted using electrolysis.
This is very expensive and uses an enormous amount of energy. The metal
compound must be melted first. The pure metal is extracted by running an
electric current through the molten compound.

Metal oxides are a common source of metals. More reactive metals react easily
with the oxygen in the air millions of years ago and became trapped in compounds
in the rocks. These rocks are called ores.

Key Ideas
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Quantity that tells you how much an object (such as
a spring) will stretch by if a force is applied to it, as
long as the object obeys Hooke’s law. Its symbol is
k, and its unit N/m.
The energy stored in a stretched spring.

Spring constant

When an object is pushed from both sides and is
forced to change shape.

The increase in length of an object when a force is
applied.

Something that noticeably stands out from other data
entries in a set.

An average - calculated by adding all of the data and
dividing by the number of items of data.

The total kinetic energy and potential energy of the
particles in an object.

A model in which all substances contain large
numbers of very small particles, used to explain the
different properties of solids, liquids and gases.
Measure of the amount of substance per unit
volume; symbol (r), unit: kg/m 3

Digits within a measured quantity that have meaning.

Splitting a single force into two components acting in
different directions, to simplify a calculation.

The energy needed to raise the temperature of 1 kg
of a substance by 1 °C ; symbol c, unit J/kg°C.

The energy needed to change 1 kg of a substance
completely from one state to another state without
any change in temperature; symbol L, unit J/kg.

Compression

Extension

Anomaly

Mean

Internal energy

Particle model

Significant figures

Resolution

Specific heat capacity

Specific latent heat

Density

A material that can be stretched or squashed but is
able to regain its shape afterwards.

Elastic.

Elastic potential
energy

Definition

Keyword

Specific latent heat can be divided into two types:
•
Specific latent heat of fusion: The energy needed to change 1 kg of a
substance completely from solid to liquid without any change in temperature.
•
Specific latent heat of vaporisation: The energy needed to change 1 kg of a
substance completely from liquid to gas without any change in temperature.

The amount of energy needed to change the state of a substance, without a
change in temperature, depends on the mass and type of a substance.

DIFFERENT MATERIALS NEED DIFFERENT AMOUNTS OF ENERGY TO
RAISE THE TEMPERATURE BY A GIVEN AMOUNT.
change in thermal energy = mass × specific heat capacity × temperature change (
ΔE = mcΔθ ).

WHEN A SUBSTANCE CHANGES STATE, MASS IS CONSERVED.
Changes of state are physical changes.

Force = spring constant x extension
F = ke

The bigger the force on a spring, the bigger its extension. We use this equation:

GPE = mass x gravitational field strength x change in height
Ep= mgh

The higher an object is off the ground the more gravitational potential energy
(GPE) it has. We can calculate gravitational potential energy using the equation:

The greater the mass of an object and the faster an object is going, the greater the
kinetic energy. We can calculate the kinetic energy (Ek) of an object by using this
equation:
Kinetic energy = 0.5 x mass x velocity2
Ek = ½ mv2

There are 4 energy pathways: mechanical work, electrical work, heating and
radiation.

There are 8 energy stores: Magnetic, internal (thermal), chemical, kinetic,
electrostatic, elastic potential, gravitational potential and nuclear.

Key Ideas

Cycle 2 Physics Year 11 Knowledge Organiser
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Grammar

Reflexive Pronouns:
me/m’ te/t’ se/s’ nous vous se/s’
je me dispute
nous nous disputons
tu te disputes
vous vous disputez
il/elle se dispute
ils/elles se disputent
on se dispute

Reflexive verbs :
se marier avec - to marry
se disputer - to argue
se rencontrer - to meet
bien s’entendre avec - to get on well with
s’énerver – to get angry at

habiter - to live
vivre - to live
sortir - to go out
avoir des enfants - to have children
porter - to wear, to carry
garder - to keep
voir - to see

Grammar

Vocabulary

la vie - life

Examples

Ma soeur veut se marier a
l’église mais je ne suis pas
traditionnelle.
– My sister wants to get
married in a church but I am
not traditional.

Mon partenaire ideal est
agréable, patient et
amusant.
– My ideal partner is
pleasant, patient and funny.

Je voudrais me marier et
avoir des enfants.
– I would like to get married
and have children

J’habite avec 5 personnes:
I live with 5 people

Examples

Avoir un portable est tres utile en case
d’urgence. On peut contacter ses parents.
– Having a mobile is very useful in case of
emergency. We can contact our parents.

Je suis en train de partager mes photos
mais mon ordinateur est vieux alors c’est
assez lent.
– I am in the process of sharing my photos
but my computer is old so it is slow.

le même goût – same
interest

le / la fiancé(e) – fiancé

au moins - at least
les autres (m) - (the) others
sans – without
souvent - often
tout le temps - all the time
des centaines (f) - hundreds
vieux / vieille – old
accro – hooked
ça me suffit - that’s enough for me
dégoûtant(e) - disgusting
en cas d’urgence - in case of emergency
gratuit(e) - free (of charge)
grâce à - thanks to
en train de - in the process of

le centre d’intérêt – interest
le rêve – dream

les fiançailles (f) – engagement
l’église - church

le / la partenaire idéal(e)- ideal partner
le / la copain / copine - pal, mate
le petit ami/copain - boyfriend
la petite amie/copine - girlfriend

agrébale – pleasant
désagréable- unpleasant
drôle/amusant(e) - funny
égoïste - selfish
gentil(le) - kind
méchant(e) - naughty, nasty
mignon(ne) - cute
paresseux(-se) - lazy
heureux(-se) - happy
casse-pieds – annoying
patient(e) – patient
attentive(ive) - attentive
libre – free

Vocabulary – Nouns and Adjectives

Revision – Theme 1 – Identity and Culture

la mère - mother
le père - father
le mari – husband
la femme - wife
la sœur - sister
le frère - brother
le demi-frère(soeur) - half / step-brother(sister)
le fils / la fille unique - only son/daughter
la fille/le garçon - girl/boy
la grand-mère- grandmother
les grands-parents (m)- grandparents
la famille nombreuse - large family
la famille monoparentale - single-parent family

savoir - to know (a fact)
écrire - to write
partager - to share
télécharger - to download
trouver - to find
permettre - to allow
connaÎtre - to know (someone)
voir - to see
3&4
croire - to believe
devoir - to have to, must
Social
vouloir - to want
media and avoir raison/tort - to be right/ wrong
montrer - to show
technology devenir - to become
marcher - to work/function
dire - to say, to tell
mettre en marche - to start, to switch on

Weeks

1&2
Me, my
family
and
friends.

Weeks

Year 11 - French - Cycle 2
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les actualités (f) - the news
le dessin animé - cartoon
l’émission (f) - programme
le film d’amour - romantic film
la guerre - war
le jeu télévisé - game show
le téléfilm - TV drama
la télé-réalité - reality television
la variété française - French easy
listening music
chez - at the house of
la fête - party, festival, celebration
le hockey sur glace - ice hockey
le journal - newspaper / the news
les loisirs - free time (activities)
en moyenne - on average

Examples

Doc title:
Y11 French K.O Cycle 2
Complete Vocabulary

A more comprehensive
list of vocabulary can be
found on your French
Google Classroom.

J’adore les films d’aventure
et de science fiction. Je
pense que mon préféré est
Guardians of the Galaxy car il
est vraiment très marrant.
– I love adventure and sci-fi
film. I think that my favourite
is Guardians of the Galaxy
because it is really very
funny.

Je suis passionnée de
hockey sur glace. Je regarde
tous les matchs à la télé.
– I am passionate about ice
hockey. I watch all the
matches on TV.

Examples

Les medias sociaux sont dangereux car on
ne sait pas toujours a qui on parle.
- Social media are dangerous because we
don’t always know who we are talking to.

l’entraînement (m) - training
l’équipe (f) - team
le gymnase - the sports hall
le jogging – running
la médaille - the medal
la musculation - weight training
la natation – swimming
le stade - stadium
le terrain de sport - sports ground
le tournoi - tournament
la voile – sailing
la balade - walk, ride
le stage – course
le mur - wall
la plongée sous-marine - scuba diving
le saut en longueur - long jump
aquatique - water (adjective)
l’escalade (f) - rock climbing

Vocabulary - TV/Film and Sports

remplir un formulaire - to fill in a form
le réseau social - social network
le sondage – survey
le sujet - topic
cher / chère - expensive
dernier / dernière - last, latest
lent(e) - slow
ne … plus - no more, no longer
nouveau / nouvelle - new
le portable - mobile phone

Vocabulary

GCSE Questions – to be complete on the shared document on Google Classroom.

être passionné(e) - to be
passionate about
nettoyer - to clean
s’entraîner - to train
gagner - to win
avoir peur - to be scared
choisir - to choose
s’informer - to get information
courir - to run

Grammar

se servir de - to use
envoyer - to send
faire confiance à - to trust
faire partie de - to belong to
passer - to spend (time),to pass (on)

Grammar

Week 1: Quelle est ta personnalité? Il y a combien de personnes dans ta famille? Tu t’entends bien avec ta famille? Décris ton/ta meilleur(e) ami(e
Week 2: Qu’est-ce que tu as fait avec ta famille le week-end dernier? Qu’est-ce que tu vas faire avec tes amis le week-end prochain?
Week 3: Que fais-tu quand tu es connecté(e)? Que penses-tu des réseaux sociaux? Quels sont les avantages des portables?
Week 4: Tu préfères sortir avec tes amis ou surfer sur internet? Tu préfères Facebook ou twitter? Pourquoi? Parle-moi des dangers d’internet.
Week 5: Qu’est-ce que tu fais pendant ton temps libre? As-tu été au cinéma récemment? Quel film as-tu vu? Quel est ton groupe préféré?
Week 6: Est-ce que tu fais beaucoup de sport? Pourquoi ? Pourquoi pas ?

5&6
Sports,
cinema,
TV.

Weeks

3&4
Social
media and
technology

(Continued)

Weeks

14
Middle
Course

Lower Course

Deposition occurs due to a loss of velocity
rather than there being to much sediment.

Transportation

Discharge -The quantity of water that passes a given
point on a stream or river‐bank within a given period
of time.
Precipitation: Moisture falling from clouds as rain,
snow or hail.
Saltation- Particles bouncing down the river bed.
Suspension-Fine solid material held in the water
while the water is moving.
Traction-The rolling of boulders and pebbles along
the river bed.
Velocity- the speed of something in a given direction.
Gorge- A narrow, steep sided valley often formed as
a waterfall retreats upstream
Waterfall-Sudden descent of a river or stream over
a vertical or very steep slope in its bed. It often forms
where the river meets a band of softer rock after
flowing over an area of resistant rock

Week 3

Fluvial
processesTransporta
tion and
deposition.
Erosional
features

Knowledge

Key words

Session

Upper
Course

Erosional features include;
Interlocking spurs, gorges and waterfalls.
Formation of a waterfall;
1- River flows over alternate types of rock
2- River erodes the softer rock quicker creating a
step.
3- Hard rock above is undercut leaving cap rock
which collapses providing more material for
erosion.
4- Waterfall retreats leaving steep sided gorge

Geographical concepts

Hydraulic action-The force of the river against
the banks causes air to be trapped in cracks and
crevices. The pressure weakens the banks and
gradually wears it away
Abrasion- Rocks carried along by the river wear
down the river bed and banks.
Attrition-Rocks being carried by the river smash
together and break into smaller, particles.
Solution - When the water dissolves certain types
of rocks, eg limestone

Upper Course of a River: Near the
source, the river flows over steep gradient
from the hill/mountains. This gives the river a
lot of energy, so it will erode the riverbed
vertically to form narrow valleys.
Middle Course of a River : Here the
gradient get gentler, so the water has less
energy and moves more slowly. The river will
begin to erode laterally making the river
wider.
Lower Course of a River: Near the river’s
mouth, the river widens further and becomes
flatter. Material transported is deposited.

Cross profile- The side to side cross-section of a
river channel and/or valley.
Long profile- The gradient of a river, from its source
to its mouth.
Source-the start of a river
Mouth- The place where a river enters a lake, larger
river, or the ocean
Fluvial processes- Processes relating to erosion,
transport and deposition by a river.
Erosion- The wearing away and removal of material
by a moving force, such as a breaking wave
Lateral erosion Sideways erosion by a river on the
outside of a meander channel. It eventually leads to
the widening of the valley and contributes to the
formation of the flood plain.
Vertical erosion- Downward erosion of a river bed.

Week 1
and 2

Profile of a
river and
fluvial
processes Erosion.

Geographical concepts

Knowledge

Key words

Session

Cycle 2 Geography Year 11 Knowledge Organiser: Rivers
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An example of
a river valley in
the UK (River
Tees)
CASE STUDY

Week 5

Session

Characteristics
and formation
of depositional
landforms

Characteristics
and formation
of landforms
resulting from
erosion and
deposition

Week 4

Session

Upper – Features include V-Shaped valley, rapids and
waterfalls. Highforce Waterfall drops 21m and is made
from harder Whinstone and softer limestone rocks.
Gradually a gorge has been formed.
Middle – Features include meanders and ox-bow lakes.
The meander near Yarm encloses the town.
Lower – Greater lateral erosion creates features such as
floodplains & levees. Mudflats at the river’s estuary.

Geomorphic Processes

Location

Location and Background
Located in the North of England and flows
137km from the Pennines to the North
Sea at Red Car.

Formation of Floodplains and levees:
When a river floods, fine silt/alluvium is deposited on the
valley floor. Closer to the river’s banks, the heavier
materials build up to form levees. Floodplains leave
nutrient rich soil makes it ideal for farming and flat land
for building houses.

Formation of
a meander

Slip off slope- is the inside bank of a
meander on a river where sedimentary
material is deposited as a result of the
slower flow rate
River cliff- is the outside bank of a water
channel (stream), which is continually
undergoing erosion
Meander -A pronounced bend in a river
Ox-bow lake- An arc-shaped lake which
has been cut off from a meandering river.

Levees: Embankment of sediment along
the bank of a river. It may be formed
naturally by regular flooding or be built up
by people to protect the area against
flooding.

Knowledge Geographical concepts

Key words

Cycle 2 Geography Year 11 Knowledge Organiser: Rivers

-Towns such as Yarm and Middleborough are
economically and socially important due to
houses and jobs that are located there.
-Dams and reservoirs in the upper course,
controls river’s flow during high & low
rainfall.
- Better flood warning systems, more flood
zoning and river dredging reduces flooding.

Management

Benefits of floodplains.
•
Nutrient rich soil makes it ideal for
farming.
•
Flat land for building houses.

Formation of an Ox-Bow Lake.
1. Erosion of outer bank forms river cliff.
Deposition inner bank forms slip off
slope.
2. Further hydraulic action and abrasion
of outer banks, neck gets smaller.
3. Erosion breaks through neck, so river
takes the fastest route, redirecting flow
4.Evaporation and deposition cuts off
main channel leaving an oxbow lake.
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• Used for HEP or tourism
• New wetland habitats
• Source of drinking water

•
•

• Increased capacity for carrying water
• Creates walkways
• New river bank habitats

Dams & Reservoir

Channel Straightening

Embankments

Flood Relief Channels

Very expensive (Kielder dam cost £167 million)
Social costs of displacement
Reservoirs silt up
Can lead to conflict over water rights eg Nile

Very expensive – Jubilee River cost £110 million)
Regular maintenance needed
Habitats disturbed

• People may not respond
• Need for monitoring equipment
Restricts development
Housing shortage
Hard to implement retrospectively
Loss of farmland
Loss of economic land
Not totally effective

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Opportunities for recreation (fishing and
walking)
• New aquatic habitats

•
•

• Low cost
• Conserves water meadows for recreation and
wildlife

• Creates habitats
• Natural
• Low cost

Flood Warnings

Floodplain Zoning

Aforestation

Case study - River Exe
How has Exeter been affected by flooding? In 1960 and in 2012
there was major flooding in Exeter. In 1960 1,000 properties were
affected.
What has been done to reduce the risk of flooding? £32m flood
defence scheme. The flood defences will reduce the risk of flooding to
more than 3,200 homes and businesses in Exeter. Strategies based
around increasing flow and capacity include; new relief channel, raised
flood defence wall, flood gates at The Quay.

Causes- Physical and human

Physical: Prolong & heavy rainfall - Long periods of rain causes soil to
become saturated increasing runoff
Physical: Relief - Steep-sided valleys channels water to flow quickly into
rivers causing greater discharge.
Physical: Geology - Impermeable rocks causes surface runoff to increase
Human: Land Use - Tarmac and concrete are impermeable. This prevents
infiltration & causes runoff.

Week 7
Floodingcauses and
costs

Sustainable and low cost
Focus on helping people

Expensive
Looks artificial
More serious flooding if embankment fails (New Orleans)

• Lead to flooding downstream
• High maintenance
• unattractive

•
•
•
•

Costs

•
•
•

Insurance premiums may fall
Navigation improved

Benefits

Technique

Session

Different
management
techniques
Soft
engineering

Different
management
techniquesHard
engineering

Week 6

Session

Cycle 2 Geography Year 11 Knowledge Organiser: Rivers
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Key Words
Amicable Grant - a friendly gift of money - given by the nobility to the king to show
their love for him
Court of Star Chamber - a special law court where cases against the nobility could be
tried
Domestic - things that happened in England
Eltham Ordinances– changes to Kings household to reduce spending / reduced number
of people close to the king
Enclosures – areas of common land that the nobility were putting fences round
Key Dates
1512 – Battle of Spurs
1517 - Enclosures
1518 – Treaty of London
1520 – Field of Cloth of Gold
1522-5 – War with France
1525 – Amicable Grant
Key Facts
From 1517 held 260 cases against Enclosures but nobility did it anyway.
Star Chamber - rich could bring cases against the rich
Subsidy – reformed taxes made them based on incomeAmicable Grant – noble tax to
pay for French war caused a rebellion (Suffolk). Henry sided with nobility
Eltham Ordinances – got rid of sick and old servants/ cut spending on food. Reduced
privy chamber from12 to 6. Henry didn’t accept it
Foreign Policy – Wolsey Battle of Spurs (France – captured Tournai and
Therouanne)Opponents Francis 1st (France) Charles V (Spain) Papal States ,
Scotland.1520 – Field of cloth of Gold Henry and Francis trying to outdo each other –
prevent war with France – gain status. Wolsey played France and Spain off against each
other. France and Spain at war . England backed Spain at the Treaty of Bruge when
Francis was taken hostage at the Battle of Pavia..England signed the Treaty of More with
France agreeing not to invade in return for the French pension.
Week Four - Rise of Cromwell and the Break with Rome

Key Words
Alter Rex - second King
Cardinal - highest religious office
Chaplain - a priest who holds services for a king or nobleman
Royal Almoner - person who gives out charity money on behalf of the king
Key Dates
1509 –Henry becomes King
1515 - Wolsey becomes chancellor
Key FactsHenry VIII – Renaissance Prince18 years old – young , athletic, intelligent.Married
to Catherine of Aragon in 1509Desired glory through war ‘ war is a kingly pursuit’.He
was intelligent spoke many languagesReligious – he had been destined to go into the
church – wrote a book called Defender of the Faith
Thomas Wolsey.Son of a butcher from Ipswich/ graduated at Oxford University
aged 15. Realise being a priest would further his career.(Chaplin, royal almoner, Bishop
of Lincoln, Archbishop of York, cardinal, Papal Legate, Lord chancellor). He was
intelligent, motivated, hard working and well organised.He organised Henry’s french
campaign getting men and equipment to the battlefield and in return he became
Henry’s chief minister.

Week Three - The Fall of Wolsey/ The Annulment

Week Two- Wolsey’s Policies

Year 11 , History Cycle 2 – Henry and His Ministers

Week One-Rise of Wolsey
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Week Six- Fall of Anne Boleyn
Key Words
Adultery - sleeping with someone who is not your husband
Key Dates
1536- Anne miscarried a male child / Henry in love with Jane Seymour/ commission to
investigate Anne / Anne’s trial and execution / Henry married Jane
1537 – Edward born
The Seymours
Edward - made Viscount Beauchamp - spent a lot of time in court
Thomas - given lands became a knight and eventually marries Catherine Parr - henry’s last
wife

Key Words
Monastery - place where monks and nuns live
submission- putting them under control
Dissolution - getting rid of monasteries
Key Dates
1521- Henry wrote a book against Protestantism and received the title Defender of
the Faith. He was a strong Catholic and under him England was always a Catholic
country.
1532 - Submission of Clergy - Henry not the Pope would approve all religious laws

Key Words
Supremacy - holds power over something
Succession - who should comes next as the king
Key Dates
1524- Cromwell employed by Wolsey
1529- remained loyal to Wolsey and this impressed Henry
1533- Cromwell became Chancellor of the Exchequer
1533 - Henry marries Anne in secret and Elizabeth is born in September
1534 - Act of Succession made Elizabeth heir to the throne
1534 – Henry’s chief ministerAct of Supremacy made Henry Head of the Church in
England
Key Facts
QUALITIES:- legally trained, experienced as an MP, loyal, intelligent, inventive ‘Mr Fixit’
ANNULMENT:- Cromwell realised that the Pope was never going to grant the
annulment so he worked to free England from Rome.He began with an Act of Parliament
to put Henry in control of taxes and church laws. Made Cranmer Archbishop of
Canterbury and he was willing to say Henry’s marriage to Catherine was invalid. He also
agreed to marry Henry and Anne secretly having annulled the marriage.Finally in 1534
Act of Supremacy made Henry Head of the Church in England. Everyone had to take an
oath recognising Henry as Head of the church, anyone who didn’t was charged with
treason

Week Five - Religious Changes

Key Words
Annulment - ending of the marriage
Consummate– a marriage completed by the sexual act
Dispensation - Pope granting special permission
Praemunire - crime of serving a foreign power
Key Dates
1527 – Henry decides to seek an annulment from Catherine
1527-30 - Wolsey attempts to get the annulment
1528 – Henry declares war on Charles V
1528 - Wolsey tries to get the annulment heard in England
1530 – Wolsey falls from power and dies
Key Facts Wolsey delayed asking the Pope for a divorce thinking Henry’s love for Anne
would fade. Wolsey approached Pope Clement VII to ask for the annulment. The Pope
sent Cardinal Campeggio to England to lead a commission to decide on Henry’s
marriage.
Henry believed his marriage should be annulled because Catherine had previously
been married to his brother Arthur. He found a verse in the Bible Leviticus 20 which
said if you marry your brother’s wife your marriage will be childless. Catherine denied
that Arthur and her had ever consummate their marriage. As the commission was
deliberating the Pope became a prisoner of Catherine’s nephew Charles V. Campeggio
was recalled to Rome. Wolsey was charged with praemunire . he died before he could
be charged
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Act of 10 Articles - reduced the sacraments from 7 to 3 (only Baptism,
Eurcarist and praying for your own sins to remain)
Pilgrimage of Grace

Act for 6 Articles - shift back to Catholicism - mass allowed in private/
priests could not marry

Robert Aske - organised it because the monasteries were being shut down and this
meant people had no help. He blamed Thomas Cromwell.30,000 people gathered in
the North and marched south taking Pontefract Castle. Duke of Norfolk was sent

Pilgrimage of Grace

Thomas More - Lord chancellor and Henry’s friend. Refused to sign the Act of
succession. He wanted to retire to the countryside. He refused to say anything. He
was executed for saying treasonable thoughts even though he didn’t speak

John Fisher - supported Catherine of Aragon. Refused to sign theActs of succession
or supremacy. Executed even though he was dying.

Religious oppositionElizabeth Barton - nun of Kent - at 16 she said she saw a vision
of the Virgin Mary . she said Henry would die or lose his throne if he married
Anne. she told him to his face. Executed for treason

Key Facts

1539 - Act for Dissolution of Greater monasteries - closed all remaining
monasteries

-

1538 - Royal Injunction created English Bible / removed Holy Relics from churches /
insisted churches kept records

-

-

1533 - Act in Restraint of Appeals - stopped people appealing to the Pope for help
1534 - Treason Act - altered the law so that it was treasonable to call Henry or
Anne a heretic or support the Pope
1536- Dissolution of the smaller monasteries - those with an income of under £200

Henry and Anne attended the May Day Joust. Half way through the King left and several
courtiers were arrested accused of committing adultery with the queen.Five men were
accused of adultery including Anne’s own brother George Boleyn. Cromwell interrogated
all men and produced evidence.

Anne Boleyn gave birth to Elizabeth on 7th September 1533 not the boy Henry wanted. a
male heir was needed to ensure the Tudor dynasty.In 1535 Henry noticed Jane Seymour,
a lady in waiting for Anne. She was a complete opposite to the loud and demanding
Queen. In January 1536 Anne suffered a miscarraige after hearing a rumour that Henry
was dead(he fell from his horse and was unconscious for two hours). Henry did not
believe this was an accident and thought that God was punishing him for marrying Anne
while he was still married to Catherine.

Key Facts
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Parliament:- house of Commons forced to vote.Those not agreeing with king told
to stay home

Finance :- court of Argumentations – handled money from the monasteries. Crown
took control of the estates of minors

Royal power:- 1536- Act of Union – English laws applied in wales. Council of the
North reorganised to deal with serious crimes like murder and treason- improved
loyalty. Ireland – increased control of the Pale

Crime and justice- 1536-law abolished liberties (places where the kings law didn’t
count). 1540 abolished sanctuary

CROMWELL’S REFORMS:-

CROMWELL’S ROLE:- make sure everyone submitted to Henry as Head of the
Church. UNited England and Wales. Controlled foreign policy

ANNULMENT:- Break from Rome- Act of Parliament put Henry in control of taxes
and church laws. Made Cranmer Archbishop of Canterbury who married Anne
secretly having annulled the marriage. 1534 Act of Supremacy made Henry Head of
the Church in England

QUALITIES:- legally trained, experienced as an MP, loyal, intelligent, inventive ‘Mr
Fixit’

Key Words
ward - a minor protected by the court
Key Dates
1530-1540
Key Facts

Week Seven - Cromwell’s Reforms

to sort it out. He promised to help them and then when they dispersed they were
arrested and hung.

Henry's personality- His ill health made him an angry tyrant. He was quick to blame
others and had terrible mood swings.Norfolk convinced him that Cromwell was the
reason for all his problems

Enemies:- Duke of Norfolk didn’t like his low birth and wanted England to be more
catholic. He also wanted to marry his daughter to Henry (Katherine Howard)> he
believed without Cromwell he would be able to get closer to the king

Ambitious for power- planning to marry Mary no evidence of this and she was a Catholic.
However this was treason and punishable by death

Reals reasons:-

EXECUTION:- Bill of Attainder charged Cromwell with treason so he had no chance to
defend himself. Accused of protecting protestants/ plotting to marry Mary Tudor/ trying
to make himself great.

Key Words
Diplomatic marriage - a marriage made to arrange an alliance
Key Dates
1540 arranged the Cleves marriage
Key Facts
Henry had refused to consider marriage after the death of Jane Seymour but he still only
had one son. Cromwell persuaded him to consider a foreign marriage to give England an
alliance against France.Henry had Anne’s portrait but when he saw her in real life he
thought of her as ‘Flanders Mare’. Cromwell persuaded him to marry her even so and
when Henry regretted it he blamed Cromwell.

Week Eight- Anne of Cleves and the Fall of Cromwell
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4
Crucifixion

Week

3
Creation
Story

Week

2
Qualities of
God

Week

1
Nature of
God

Week

Crucifixion - Roman method of
execution by which criminals were
fixed to the cross.
Q: ‘When he had led them out ot
the vicinity of the Bethany, he lifted
up his hands and blessed them.
While he was blessing them, he left
them and was ten up into heaven’
Luke 24:

Key theme & Quote

Creation - the act by which God
brought the universe into being.
Q: In the beginning, God created
the heavens and earth; Genesis
1:1-3

Key theme & Quote

Omnipotent - almighty, having
unlimited power; a quality of God.
There is nothing God cannot do or
achieve.
Q: ‘Nothing is impossible with God’
Luke 1:37

Key theme & Quote

Monothiestic - All Christians believe
in one God, who they believe
creates and sustains all that exists.
Q: ‘I am the LORD your God, who
brought you out of Egypt, out of the
land of slavery. You shall have no
other Gods before me’ Exodus 20:2

Key themes & Quote

Resurrection - Rising from the dead. Jesus
rising from the dead on Easter Day
Heaven - a state of eternal happiness in
the presence of God.
Ascension - the event, 40 days after the
resurrection when Jesus returned to God,
the Father in heaven.

Key terms

The Word - term used at the beginning of
John’s gospel to refer to God the Son.
Incarnation - becoming flesh, taking
human form.

Key terms

Benevolent - all loving, all good; a quality
of God. Christians believe that because
God loves humans, God wants what is best
for them. Justice - bringing about what is
right and fair according to the law or
making up for wrong that has been
committed.

Key terms

Denomination - a distinct group within the
Christian faith, with its own organisation
and traditions.
Christianity has strong roots within
Judaism including sharing the same one
God.

Key terms

Year 11 Modern Britain Revision

One of the most detailed stories from the the whole of
Jesus’ life is how he died. He was sentenced to death by
Pontius Pilate, the Roman Governor. The crucifixion
consisted of the victim being laid down onto a large
wooden cross attached to it using nails, rope or sometimes
both and then having the cross lifted upright. All of this
happened in public. A key feature of the resurrection is
that Jesus rose from the dead.

Beliefs and teachings

The story continues by giving an account of how the
universe was created, how the earth was made fit for life
and finally how God created life, including humans, who
were the last of God’s creations.

Beliefs and teachings

Christians believe that God has various qualities or
attributes. They believe that God is perfect and that these
qualities are proof of God’s perfection. Some of God’s
qualities are not possible for humans to achieve bot others
are, and provide examples that Christians should aspire to.
Trust God even when things appear to be going wrong.

Beliefs and teachings

The Nature of God - Around on in three of the world's
population claim to be Christians. Some are more
committed to their faith than others but there is no
doubting the fact that Christianity is a major influence on
the lives of many people today. Christianity started over
2000 years ago when Jesus died and rose from the dead.

Beliefs and teachings
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Christ in
Salvation

Q: ‘For the wages of sin is death but
the gift of God is eternal life in Christ
Jesus our Lord’ Romans 6:23

Christians believe that humans are
tempted to do things that displease
God, such as abusing drugs, misuse of
money by spending it on things God
would not approve of or using the
opportunities technology provides in a
way that is harmful to others.

7& 8

Sin &
Salvation

Key theme & Quote

Christians believe that they are able
to experience the presence of God
when they reach heaven(eternal
happiness) or they are not able to
experience God’s presence and so go
to hell(the place of eternal suffering).

Key themes

Some Christians believe that when
you die your soul is resurrected very
soon after death occurs. Others
believe that some time in the future
when Jesus will return to judge, the
dead will be raised.
Q: ‘I am the way and the truth and the
life. No one comes to the FAther
except through me’ John 14:6

Key themes & Quote

Week

6
Heaven &
Hell

Week

Afterlife

5

Week

Commandments - the Ten
Commandments are the laws by
which Christians choose wisely to live
to.
Salvation - saving the soul,
deliverance from sin and admission
to heaven brought about by Jesus.
Salvation is done through good
works.
Forgiveness - showing grace and
mercy and pardoning someone for
what they have done wrong .

Key terms

Heaven - a state of eternal happiness
in the presence of God. Hell - the
place of eternal suffering or the state
of being without God.
Sin - any actions or thoughts that
separates humans from God.
Behaving which is against God’s laws

Key terms

LIfe After Death - Christians believe
that life after death is also real. By
trusting God in life they believe that
continues after death too.
Resurrection - rising from the dead Jesus rising from the dead on Easter
Day

Key Terms

Yr 11 Modern Britain Revision

As temptations is powerful and difficult to resist, some
Christians believe its origins are with Satan who is
constantly trying to tempt humans to disobey God. Saving
the soul (salvation) enables humans to get closer to God
again. Christians believe that Jesus’ death makes up for the
original sin committed by Adam and Eve and so can bring
people back to God. The crucifixion was the result of
human evil set against an innocent man. Jesus knew when
had to die this way to restore the relationship between
humans and God.

Beliefs and teachings

Traditionally Christians see God as waiting for us in the
afterlife where he sits on clouds on a huge throne,
surveying the earth with angels flying around. A place of
peace, joy and freedom from pain, a chance to be with
family and friends who are already in heaven. Hell is seen
as a place of eternal suffering, used for saying that you do
not believe in God. This is seen as being unfair if you do not
believe

Beliefs and teachings

For thousands of years people have believed that death is
not the end and that there is new life after death. Ancient
civilisations such as the Egyptians invested a huge amount
of time and money in preparing for death and burial long
before an individual had died.
After the resurrection Christians believe that afterlife
process is under God’s control. Christians believe that
human beings receive eternal life as a gift from God, so a
believe in afterlife means a belief in God.

Beliefs and teachings

Art, Craft and Design
WEEK 1 & 5:
Assessment Objective 3: Reflective Recording - Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as work progresses.
Methods of Recording

Colour Theory

Observational drawing

Drawing from looking at images or objects.

First hand observation

Drawing directly from looking at objects in front of you.

Second hand observation

Drawing from looking at images of objects.

Photographs

Using a camera or smartphone to record images will
class as first hand observation.

Sketches

Basic sketches and doodles can act as a starting point
for development.

Tonal shading

Produce a range of tones by varying the pressure and
layering - consider using softer pencils for darker shades.

Primary: Red, Yellow, Blue
Secondary: Primary + Primary
Tertiary: Primary + Secondary
Shades: Add black
Tints: Add white
Complimentary: Colours opposite on the colour
wheel
Harmonious: Colours next to each other on the
wheel
Monochromatic: Shades, tones and tints of one
colour
Hue: The pigment
Warm: Red, Orange, Yellow
Cold: Blue, Green, Purple

Developing your idea as a
final piece.
Rough - A basic sketch of a
final idea
A Visual/Maquette - A small
image or model created in the
selected materials
Final Piece - An image or
sculpture pulling all preparatory
work together

WEEK 2 & 6:
Assessment Objective 1: Contextual Understanding - Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical understanding of sources.
Artists/Designers

Alexander Rodchenko. was one of the most versatile constructivist and
productivist artists to emerge after the Russian Revolution. He worked as a painter
and graphic designer before turning to photomontage and photography. His
photography was socially engaged, formally innovative, and opposed to a painterly
aesthetic. Concerned with the need for analytical-documentary photo series, he often
shot his subjects from odd angles—usually high above or down below—to shock the
viewer and to postpone recognition. He wrote: "One has to take several different
shots of a subject, from different points of view and in different situations, as if one examined it in the round rather than looked through the
same key-hole again and again."
Ira Hoffecker: (artist statement)
“My paintings are informed by the different identities cities take on over a period of time. I am interested in
how different societies transform and change city spaces over the course of the centuries. My work examines
the relationships between people and cities by responding to constant change, reconstruction and restoration
in the urban landscape.
Rebuilding, Decay, erasure, covering and revealing, and take place at the same time and are part of my painting
practice. I see my process of covering as a metaphor for forgetting and suppressing the past. The process of
revealing alludes to a process of remembering and acknowledging, reconciling historic events. Places are
overlaid with multiple histories, layers of paint cover and obscure but each coat is also informed by the
previous layer.
I adopt geometric shapes inherent in architecture and maps from different times in history that provide the basis of my compositional language.
Studying history books, maps and photographs, as well as digesting the city by walking the streets, all inform my understanding of the identity of a
place. I am translating the city's atmosphere through shapes, colours and lines: marks that articulate the physicality of the work. “
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WEEK 3 & 7:
Assessment Objective 2: Creative Making - refine work by exploring ideas and experimenting with appropriate media, materials, techniques
and processes.

Media

The substance that an artist uses to make art.

Materials

The same as media but can also refer to the basis of the art work eg. canvas, paper, clay.

Techniques

The method used to complete the art work, can be generic such as painting or more focused such as blending.

Processes

The method used to create artwork that usually follows a range of steps rather than just one skill.

Pencil

The basic tool for drawing, can be used for linear work or for shading. Coloured pencils can be layered to blend colours, some
are water soluble.

Pen/Biro

Drawings can be completed in pen and shaded using hatching or cross hatching.

Pastel/Chalk

Oil and chalk pastels can be used to blend colours smoothly, chalk pastels give a lighter effect.

Acrylic paint

A thick heavy paint that can be used smoothly or to create texture.

Watercolour

A solid or liquid paint that is to be used watered down and layered.

Pressprint

A polystyrene sheet that can be drawn into, to print the negative image - can be used more than once.

Monoprint

Where ink is transferred onto paper by drawing over a prepared surface. Only one print is produced using pressure in certain
areas.

Collograph

A printing plate constructed of collaged materials, producing prints that are based on textures.

Card
construction

Sculptures created by building up layers of card or fitting together.

Wire

Thick or thin wire manipulated to create 2D or 3D forms.

Clay

A soft, natural, substance used for sculpting. When fired, it can be glazed to create shiny colourful surfaces. Different
techniques included pinching, slab forming, coil building, hand built and wheel thrown.

WEEK 4 & 8:
Assessment Objective 1: Contextual Understanding - Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical
understanding of sources.
TIER 2 Vocabulary and definitions

TIER 3 Vocabulary and definitions

Versatile - able to adapt or be adapted to many different
functions or activities.
Revolution - a forcible overthrow of a government or social
order.
Innovative - introducing new ideas; original and creative in
thinking.
Aesthetic - the appreciation of beauty.
Analytical - documentary - research based work
Postpone - to wait
Recognition - acknowledgement of something
Societies - a community of people
Transform - to change
Reconstruction - to rebuild
Restoration - to repair
Decay - To deconstruct with age
Alludes - to suggest

Artistic - relating to art
Art Movement - a style in art with a common theme or idea
within a certain time period
Constructivist - art movement started in Russia
Graphic Designer - a creative profession
Photomontage - a collage with photographs
Photography - capturing images with a camera
Urban landscape - man made environment
Geometric - mathematical shapes
Architecture - the design of buildings
Compositional - the layout or design of an image
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3&4
Interest
rates and
exchanges
rates

Week

2
Unemploym
ent, taxes
and inflation

Week

1
Economy
and
consumer
incomes

Week

VAT – Paid on almost all goods and
services bought in the UK.

Inflation – When prices rise. The government measures price rises
using a virtual basket of goods of the most commonly consumed
products in the UK.

SPICED
• Strong
• Pound
• Imports
• Cheap
• Exports
• Dearer
Reverse this to get the implication
of a weak pound. Weak £, imports
dearer and exports cheaper.

Exchange rates – The amount at which one currency can be bought
for another currency. For example You can buy 1.12 EUR for 1 GBP.

£10 = 10 x 1.5 = $15
£200 = 200 x 1.5 = $300
$45 = 45/1.5 = £30

£1 = $1.50

Calculation:

Interest rates have been very low in the UK since the
recession in 2008.

Financial institutions – The Bank of
England. Banks etc

Interest Rates – When a person or business borrows money from a
financial institution the person or business will pay back the original
amount and a percentage extra on top. The percentage extra is the
interest rate.

But if business in the UK buy from other countries it
is expensive.

The pound in weak at the moment due to BREXIT.
Therefore other countries are happy to buy from us
because we are cheap.

These low rates encourage business to borrow to
expand and create jobs and consumers to borrow to
buy non essential products.

They are currently 0.1 %

Contextual information

Key terms

The government uses tax to pay for schools,
hospitals, police, roads, etc

If consumer incomes also grow by this amount
consumers won’t notice the price increase.
If prices rise faster than consumer income then
people will have less disposable income.

The bank of England want inflation to rise by 2% per
year.

Contextual information

The UK experienced a recession in 2008.
Unemployment rose by 877,000
Consumer incomes fell by 10% and businesses were
closing at a rate of 50 per day.

Contextual information

Key Knowledge

Corporation tax – Paid by Limited
companies on profits

Income tax – Tax paid on employees
wages and by sole traders and
Partnerships.

Key terms

Unemployment – When someone is willing and able to work but
cannot find a job

Key Knowledge

Recession – When spending slows in
an economy. Normally resulting in
business closure and job losses

Demand – The amount of product or
service wanted buy consumers

1.5

Consumer incomes – This is amount of money the population are
earning. The higher consumer incomes are the more people spend.

Key terms

Knowledge Organiser

Disposable income – The amount of
money people have to spend on non
essential goods

Y11

The Economy – This is the amount of money spent in a country. In a
booming economy lots of people are buying lots of things. In an
economic downturn people are not spending much at all.

Key Knowledge

Business Studies
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Globalisation

7

Week

Location –businesses can locate
anywhere in the world to take
advantage of cost savings

Exports – The internet and
improved transportation has
meant that businesses can now
sell their products all over the
world

Imports – Business source
product from other countries,
often because it is cheaper to do
so.

In the modern world business operate
across a number of countries.

The volume of trade amongst countries has
grown significantly over the last few years.
Improvements to technology allowing for
greater communication and capital mobility
as allowed businesses to trade in
international markets increasing their
customer base and their revenue

Key terms

Protectionism – an action taken
by the government to reduce the
flow of imports

Trade bloc A barrier to trade set
by groups of countries, for
example the EU.

Tariff – A tax on imported goods
that raise the price the
consumers pay

Share prices can go up and down and is seen as the
overall value of the company.
FTSE 100 shows the top 100 companies (PLC’s)
trading in the UK.

•
•

Shares are floated on the stock market and can be
purchased providing more money (capital) for a
business so they can invest and grow.

•

Key Knowledge

Disadvantages –
• Loss of control
• Share price fluctuations
• Expensive to run

Advantages –
• Can raise finance through share issue.
• Has limited liability
• Can benefit from publicity through press

Takeover - When a business buys out another
business. The business that has been bought will
no longer exist

New technology – E-commerce has help internal growth
significantly. As they can sell abroad without relocation

6

Horizontal merger – Merge with similar companies
(travel agents)
Vertical merger – Merge with a company that
either supplies them or may sell their product /
service.

New products – A business can invest in research and
development and develop something new to bring to market

Key Knowledge of a Public Limited Company

Merger – This is when two or more businesses join
together. Sharing resources, customers, expertise

Week

PLC

Knowledge Organiser 1.5 / 2.1

External growth

Y11

New markets – A business can sell to a new set of customers.
Either in a different segment or overseas

Internal growth

5

Business
Growth

Key Knowledge

Week

Business Studies

Coca Cola operates in all but 2 of the 197
countries in the world and employs 123,000
people and has a revenue of approx. 40 billion
per year

The UK is in the EU so can trade freely with
most of Europe.
When BREXIT happens we will have to pay
tariffs on products from the EU and the
countries in the EU will have to pay tariffs on
UK products. This increases the costs of non
UK raw materials and increases the price of
goods from the UK.

Hostile takeover – When a business buys the
shares of another company to take control
Contextual information

Stock exchange – facility where stockbrokers
buy and sell securities (shares, bonds etc.)

Research and development – Research
products and processes and develop new
products from the research

Key terms

Organic growth – Internal growth

Dividends – payments made to shareholders

Multinational – A business that operates in
more than one country

Inorganic growth – external growth

Key terms
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Week 1
and 2

Customer need: Starts the relationship between a
Week 3
customer and a business
and 4
Customer requirements and expectations: Factors
that decide whether or not a customer is satisfied with
the service they receive
Market research: ways of finding out customers’
needs , requirements and expectations are e.g.
feedback, surveys etc
There are 3 levels of customer requirements and
expectations:
Extras: The customers do not expect them but are
delighted to receive e.g a complimentary bottle of
wine with their meal
Desirable: The customer will be very happy if plenty of
these are offered e.g a range of toiletries in their hotel
room
Essential: The bare minimum that a customer would
require and expect e.g a range of menu choices
Dietary requirements:
These include nutritional information about the dishes,
food allergy and intolerance information and suitability
of menu choices for particular dietary needs e.g
vegan
Vegetables: Various parts of a plant can be used e.g.
leaves (lettuce), stems (celery), roots (carrots), bulbs
(onions), tubers (potatoes), seeds (beans), fruits
(tomatoes)
They are used as part of a dish, flavourings, in soups
and salads, as side dishes, to add colour and garnish
the dish

Hospitality & Catering Year 11 Knowledge Organiser
Customer rights and equality: The laws and regulations that
protect customers when they are buying products or services.
This includes:
The Trade Descriptions Act 1968: this act makes it illegal to
mislead customers
The Consumer Protection Act 1987: this act prohibits the sale
of unsafe products.
Equality Act 2010: Promotes equal opportunity for all people
regardless of age, race, religion, disability, sexual orientation
and gender.
Consumer Rights Act 2015: Products must work as they are
supposed to and completed within a reasonable time.
Leisure requirements:
This includes activities such as: Sport / holidays / tourism /
outdoor pursuits.
Business / corporate requirements:
This relates to the Hospitality and Catering needs of
businesses for events such as: conferences / meetings /
exhibitions. Their requirements could include; meeting rooms,
temporary restaurants, drinks and buffets.
Local residents
Establishments are often located in or near residential areas
in cities, towns and villages. They will employ local people
and contribute to the local economy. It is important that they
maintain good relationships with local residents.
Fruits: Classified into the following groups: stone (plums), soft
berries ( strawberries), currants ( blackcurrants), citrus fruits (
lemons), hard fruits (apples), other/exotoc (banana), stem
(rhubarb).
They are used as starters, an ingredient in dishes, to add
colour, garnishes, drinks, sauces, fresh fruit.
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Week 5
and 6

Nutritional needs of Different Groups
All groups need to have a balanced diet of the main
nutrients based on the Eatwell Guide. THis also
recommends that sweet, salty and fatty foods should
be consumed in small amounts, 6-8 cups of water
should be consumed daily and people should check
nutritional labels on pack However due to different
lifestyles.
Soya: Tofu made from treated soya milk, Tempeh
made from fermented whole soya bean flour and TVP
made from soya bean flour.
These products have a high protein content and are
used as replacements for meats in vegetarian dishes.
They have little flavour on their own, but do take up
flavours easily
Quorn: Quorn is a meat substitute product originating
in the UK and sold primarily in Europe. It is a
mycoprotein which is made from a fungus.

Health and Safety:
There are a certain laws that you need to be familiar
with:
1. Health and Safety at Work ct (HASAWA)
2. Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and
Dangerous Occurrences Regulations
(RIDDOR)
3. Control of Substances Hazardous to Health
Regulations (COSHH
4. Manual Handling Operations Regulations
(MHOR)
5. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and
Work Regulations (PPER)
Week 7
and 8

Revision and assessments
Use the information from the last 6 weeks
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3

Week

2

Week

Week
Delayed fine motor skillsThe small movements of a child’s
hands and fingers are not progressing
as quickly as other children of the
same age
Fine motor skills- Small muscle
movements

Gross motor skills- Large muscle
movements

Restricted gross motor skills- A
child is unable to control the large
muscles in their bodies as well as
other children of the same age

Restricted fine motor skills- A
child is unable to control the small
muscles in their bodies as well as
other children of the same age

Delayed gross motor skills- The
large movements of a child’s body
are not progressing as quickly as
other children of the same age

Limited experience of play- Not
spent time playing with other
children

Social norms and values- Attitudes and behaviours that are considered
normal in society

Challenging the authority of adults
Temper tantrums or emotional
outbursts
Breaking toys or damaging items

Friendship- Relationships between friends

Disruptive behaviour -Unwanted behaviour that disturbes and interrupts
activities.

SIgns of disruptive behaviour - Children may display certain signs when
trying to cause disruption

Definitions

Limited interaction with adultsNot much communication and
contact with adults

Negative role model - Someone who does not set a good example

Vocab

Bonds- An emotional tie between
two people

Age range- What categorie a
child’s age comes under

Delayed literacy skills- When a
child’s reading and writing skills
are not progressing as quickly as
children of the same age

Poor concentration levels- When
children find it difficult to focus on
what they are doing and/or focus
for long

EAL- English as an additional language

Vocab

Definitions

Vocab

Year 11 Child development

Have a lack of interest in things
Do not learn how to join in and play with
other children
Behave unacceptably in order to gain the
adults attention
Do not develop language skills

3-5 years

18 months- 3 years

0-18 months

Three age ranges that you would focus on;

Knowledge

-

-

-

may;

- Children who have a limited interaction with adults

3-5 years

18 months- 3 years

0-18 months

Three age ranges that you would focus on;

Knowledge
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7

Week

6

Week

5

Week

4

Week

Initiate play- To start play

Emotions - How you feel and how you express it

Lack of responsiveness- Not
responding to people

Emotional resilience- A
person's ability to be able
to adapt to a stressful
situation

Perceived- Interpreting something in a
particular way

Preferences- Things that children prefer to do

Isolate- Cause a person to be
alone/apart from others

Sustain involvement- Being
involved for an extended
period without interruption

Navigate- Move with
planned direction

Definitions

Constructive - Intending to
have a use or purpose

Varying levels- Surfaces
at different heights

Definitions

All areas of development- Physical,
cognitive/intellectual, communication,
language and social and emotional

Family structure - The way in which a family is
organised

Vocab

Expected milestones- Development that is
expected at a particular age

Definitions

Significant family member - A close family member
such as a parent, sibling or grandparent.

Vocab

Sibling - A brother or sister

Care or educational providers- Settings that provide formal care or education for children

Transition - Changes in children lives

Definitions

Year 11 Child Development Knowledge Organiser

P- Physical
I - Intellectual
L - Language
E- Emotional
S - Social

Physical disability
delayed/Behind in gross
motor skills

Rules- Set of instructions that a child
has to follow

-

Why might children find varying
levels difficult?

Knowledge

-

Knowledge
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Week 1
and 2:

Indentation: used to show the programs structure e.g.
where selection or iteration or functions are used .

Comments: To help describe the code and structures
in a program using #

Maintainability : Updating code so that it is compatible
with current requirements

Authentication: The process of verifying the identify of
a user or process

Data Sanitisation: Trims or strips strings, removing
unwanted characters to make sure it contains only
permitted characters . E.g. Da%ve the % would be
removed.

Data Validation: check to ensure that the data entered
is sensible and reasonable. It does not check the
accuracy of data.

Producing robust programs so that they are
defensive against hacks and attacks.

Week 1:
2.3 Robust Programs

Contingency Planning: Once a programmer has anticipated the misuse they
can then plan for the these issues. For example: Limiting the number of logon
attempts. Ensuring the code is robust in validating the data entered

Anticipating Misuse: Defensive program design will consider and anticipate
misuse. Misuse may be in the form of a brute force attack on the program.
E.G Many programs and systems only allow a user to enter a password
three or four times before it locks out the system.

Data Validation techniques

1
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Week 3:

Test Data: Something which has been specifically
identified for use in tests, typically of a computer
program

Logic errors: The program is written to do something
other than what the programmer intended Eg Resetting
only the first 9 elements in an array instead of all 10.

Syntax Errors: An error in the rules/grammar of the
language Eg missing colon / spelling mistake

Final/terminal testing: is when the product is released
and real end users begin using it. Very often, end users
find things wrong with systems that the programmers
did not expect.

Iterative testing: This happens overtime and is repeated
throughout the development of the program

Week 2:
2.3 Robust Programs

Example test plan

Test data – When testing your programs it is important to use of
data to test and to create a test plan.

2
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Ensuring all data is in the correct format prior to processing

Having built in checks and outcomes based on what happens when things go
wrong

Input sanitization

Data validation

Contingency
planning

Attempting to use data incorrectly – adding 1 to a
string etc
Using a variable before its declaration
Loops or functions are incorrectly indented

EOF Error
Type Error
Name Error
Indentation Error

Significant testing done once a program is complete under a range of conditions
and on multiple hardware – often called Alpha Testing

Making a small release of the software to a group of tech-literate enthusiasts to
broaden the usage-testing and get lots of feedback prior to full release.

An error in the typing of the code. Missing punctuation, spacing etc

Data chosen to test the program. Testers use a specific range of data

Terminal testing

Beta Testing

syntax error

Test data

The End of File has been reached, whilst the
computer is waiting for a snippet to be completed.

An error which, although allows the code to run,
produces incorrect outcomes

Iterative testing

ERROR TYPES

Logical Error

Making code more readable by laying it out in a manner that keeps sections of
code separate

Indentation

An error in the code – incorrectly typed, missing
punctuation etc

Annotating code so that the person maintaining or working with your code in the
future is able to understand your thought process

Code comments

Data that is the wrong type and should fail

Erroneous Data

The data the code should output if it is running correctly

Data, of the correct type, that should definitely fail

Invalid Data
Expected Outcome

Data, of correct type, which is on the very edge of what
should fail

Invalid Extreme

Syntax Error

Building software which is modular to enable sections to be updated and
replaced without having to write the whole program again from scratch

Maintainability

Unusual data – the highest and lowest data – on the very
edge of what should pass

Obvious data which should definitely pass

Valid Extreme

Valid Data

Data Range

TESTING DATA
The data that will be used to check the code works
correctly

Step by step testing to ensure that small sections of the code work, before new
parts are added and then retested. Important to allow traceback to find what
caused any errors

Having different levels of user, and preventing everyday users from being able
to significantly change a system

Authentication

Anticipating misuse Building programs which do not allow a user to deliberately break the system

Removing erroneous data from a system prior to processing

Defensive design

Week 4:

Planning a program from the very beginning to prevent accidental or purposeful
misuse

KEY VOCABULARY

Week 3:
2.3 Robust Programs

3
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A AND B

Both inputs to be 1 for output to be 1

AND Gate

A OR B

Wait for either inputs to be 1 for output to
be 1

OR Gate

1
B

1
A

0
1

1
1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

B

0

1
A

1

0

Not Gate
Inverts the input (0 becomes 1 and 1
becomes 0

OUT

1

0

0

0

Out

1

1

1

0

Out

Truth Tables: Display all possible
outcomes for that gate

IN

Week 5:

Logic Gate: A building block of a digital circuit. They
perform logical functions in a circuit and use binary

Week 4:
2.4 Computational logic

4
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Logic CIRCUIT: A combination of
different logic gates used to perform
more complex tasks

Week 5:
2.4 Computational logic

C

0
1
2
3
0
1
0
1

0
1
1

B

0

A

1

0

0

0

Out

5

TRANSISTOR: A tiny switch that is activated by the
electronic signals it receives. The digits 1 and 0
used in binary reflect the on and off states of this.

inputs in a truth table – don’t
forget to count up in binary, to
make sure you have all possible
inputs
A and B re inputs. There are 4
rows – starting from 0 make the
binary numbers 0,1,2,3.

HINT: when completing the

Week 6:

A system designed to perform a specific
task according to strict principles.

The physical switches inside an
electronic device which are able to
perform the calculations a computer
needs to carry out on electronic signals

A tabular representation of the possible
inputs and outputs from a given logic
gate, or collection of gates

Mathematical TRUE or FALSE

A mathematical symbol in computing

Addition [ 1+2=3 ]

Subtraction [ 2-1=1 ]

Division [ 5 / 2=2.5 ]

Multiplication [ 2 * 2 = 4 ]

Exponentiation, raising a number to the
power of… [ 3^3 = 3 * 3 * 3 = 27 ]

Modulus division. To divide a number by
another, but only return the remainder [
10 MOD 3 = 1 ]

Integer Division. To divide a number by
another, but only return the number of full
sets. [ 10 DIV 3 = 3 ]

Logic

Logic Gates

Truth Table

Boolean

Operator

+

-

/

*

^

MOD

DIV

KEY VOCABULARY

Week 6:
2.4 Computational logic
Week 7:

V
COMBINED GATES – Logic gates can be combined in any
order to provide a range of computational possibilities.
Inside a CPU, the physical switches are logic gates, and
but combining them in different sequences, computers
can undertake incredibly complex mathematics with
these very simple tools.

¬

0

0
0
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

0
0

0

0

0

A

B

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

C

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

NOT A

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

B AND C

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

X=
(NOT A)
OR (B
AND C)

LOGIC GATES
These gates take inputs (usually labelled A, B, C etc, and provide a single output. In this case
labelled F, but could be another letter. Each gate is shown with its TRUTH TABLE

V
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Developing performance material through choreographic devices: A
choreographer will use devices such as fragmentation (changing the
order) to add interest and variety to the performance.

● Motif development: changing and developing a recurring
theme or movement.

Responding to a stimulus: Using a starting point such as an image to
inspire the dance.

Teaching movement to performers: A choreographer will deliver
pre-planned movement to performers in a workshop setting.

Sharing ideas and intentions: The choreographer will discuss their
ideas to ensure all performers understand the purpose of the
performance.

Collaboration: When practitioners work together towards an end
product or performance

Providing notes or feedback: A choreographer will give notes and
feedback on their performers to highlight their strengths and areas for
improvement.

● Counter point: two or more solos performing simultaneously
that complement each other.

● Accumulation: A build up of movement.

● Unison: At the same time

● Canon: one after the other

● Instrumentation: perform the movement using a different
body part.

● Repetition: repeat the exact same move over and over again.

● Retrograde: perform the motif or movement backward

Setting tasks for performers: The choreographer creates an activity for
a group or individual to work on, to help generate movement material
based on the stimulus.

Organising and running rehearsals: creating a plan of action to
help develop the performance when generating movement
material.

Focus on spelling the choreographic devices in bold accurately

● Fragmentation: change the order of the motif

Choreographic Approaches: Weeks 2 and 6

Choreographic devices:: Weeks 1 and 5

Dance - Year 11 - Knowledge Organiser C2
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Emancipation of Expressionism:
Light: Section 2 Growth and struggle blue and white wash
Sound: Section 4 empowerment Til Ends
Set: No set minimalist approach
Costume: The dancers wear short-sleeved pastel blue
t-shirts, blue denim jeans and grey trainers with a white sole.

The Nutcracker:
Light: Fade to back to symbolise that Clara has fallen
asleep.
Sound: Leitmotif (when a certain score of music is played
when a character is on stage to enhance the audience's
understanding of the characters personality)
Set: Giant feather and pillow to symbolise the theme of
dreaming.
Costume: (Sugar Princess) Pink knee length dress, crown
and fur colour to symbolise her wealth and royal status.

Production elements: Weeks 3 and 7

Dance - Year 11 - Knowledge Organiser C2

● Selects his dance for their musical theatre skills.
● Famous for his use of collaboration.
● He collaborated with Leonard Bernstien, a composer in
West Side Story.
● Using the technique of Dance for Camera
● Uses realism within his performances
● Will often use the style of Jazz and Fosse technique
within his performances.
● Within West Side Story Jerome Robins used sharp,
quick dynamics, and large, whole body actions to give
the impression of athletic masculine movement to help
amply the aggressive gang culture.
● Choreographically Robbins uses lots of Unison with
different facing and clear links to jazz through isolated
body actions, use of rhythm, high extension in legs.
● Jerome Robins liked to explore themes within West Side
Story; he looked at racism, sexism and love. All current
and social issues of the time of creation.

Jerome Robbins practitioner style: Weeks 4 and 8
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Loyalty and guilt - Duncan values loyalty – he has the first Thane of Cawdor
executed and rewards Macbeth by making him the new Thane. Macbeth has
an odd idea of loyalty – he knows he is doing the wrong thing, but he still goes
ahead. Early on in the play perhaps it is his wife who is manipulating him, but
later on it is Macbeth who makes the decisions. And later on he also starts to
show he hates disloyalty, threatening his messengers and servants.
Macbeth also shows his guilt – he is unsure before the murder and regrets it
immediately after. Lady Macbeth is the opposite – she seems to show no guilt
at the time, but her increasing madness later on is a sign of her guilt and she
imagines her hands to be stained with blood.

Appearance versus Reality - The contrast between what is real and how
things appear. This is shown through references to thoughts, dreams and
actions. Sleep is another area associated with reality, because characters view
it as vital to life, but also like death or being in another world.

The Supernatural - the idea there are mysterious forces controlling what is
happening in our lives. The very first characters we meet are the three witches,
and their prophecies drive the story forward.

Good versus Evil - Macbeth himself is not a totally evil man. There is much
about him that is good and he experiences an on-going struggle with his
conscience. Evil is seen in: the witches manipulations, calling on the devil; evil
thoughts of characters (Lady M imagines knocking her child’s brains out, M
sees the dagger) and through the murderous evil deeds of the tragedy.

Ambition - The Macbeths are tempted by the idea that Macbeth will become
king – Macbeth is not sure, but his wife is ruthless in getting what she wants.
Ambition leads to evil - it makes Macbeth stronger and more determined, but
then destroys his wife - she goes mad. Eventually it kills Macbeth too.

Themes in Macbeth:: Weeks 1 and 5

Drama - Year 11 - Knowledge Organiser C2

Characters in MACBETH: Weeks 2 and 6
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Written to support the monarchy view of the Divine Right of Kings - flattering
James I in suggesting the terrible events that could happen if someone tried to
murder the king or meddle with the throne. Many people wanted King James I
dead because he was not a direct heir of Queen Elizabeth as she didn't have
any children. James was her cousin. So people thought he was illegitimate and
many nobles started claiming their right to the throne. A year before Macbeth
was written the Gunpowder Plot (1605) occurred. Therefore, Macbeth was
written as a cautionary tale for those thinking of committing regicide. You can
link that to Shakespeare attacking their fear of the supernatural while also
supporting James' beliefs of the supernatural.

The audience also would've been shocked by Lady Macbeth at the start of the
play as she doesn't play a standard submissive wife role; of course, for a 21st
Century audience you could argue we admire her strength and boldness.

Keywords:

Macbeth was written for James I, who believed strongly in witches (actually he
wrote a book on witches!) James I was a descendant of Banquo and Fleance,
so that's why Shakespeare showed them in good light (when in fact historically
they helped to kill Duncan). The typical 17th century audience would have
believed in witches and although the witches in the play are never addressed
or called "witches" it would have been obvious to the audience as witch
stereotypes at the time are used.

something or someone looks, sounds, behaves. Animal imagery recurring in
Macbeth comes in two forms: 1) Birds (eg. the owl). Shakespeare uses this to
link birds and their habits to the human characters and how they behave.
2)Wild Animals They are savage and untameable and share certain
characteristics with people in the play. (Scorpions, Lion, Tiger).

Imagery - encourage us to form a mental picture in our mind about the way

3) TIME - as time passes in the play, events become more intense
and consequences more significant. Being able to see into the
future, as Macbeth believes the Witches are able to do, gives a sense
of power to his actions. Both he and his wife seem in a hurry to realise
their ambitions before time catches up with them.

2) NIGHT - highlights the sense of darkness in the play and at the heart
of some of the characters. It had another particularly practical use in
Shakespeare's day. Plays were regularly performed out of doors and
during daylight. Therefore it was important to keep reminding the
audience that some of the play's most important scenes were actually
meant to be taking place in the dark.

1) BLOOD - Shakespeare's repetition of the word 'blood', over 40 times,
stresses to his readers the full horror of what is happening. The
shedding of a king's blood would have been just about the worst crime
that could be committed.

Language - Keywords and Imagery: Weeks 4 and 8

Social and historical context of the play: Weeks 3 and 7

Drama - Year 11 - Knowledge Organiser C2
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Life Events
Relationship
Unexpected
Excepted

Physiological
Indicators
Pulse
Blood
Medical

Week 2
Physiological
indicators

Key words

Week 1
Life Events

Week

Physiological - relating to the way in which the bodies of living things work
Measurement of health - usually observed by clinicians or
measured using instruments to assess the person's health in
many ways.
Physiological indicators that are used to measure health.
Pulse - is the number of times your heart beats per minute. As
you age, changes in the rate and regularity of your pulse can
change and may signify a heart condition or other condition that
needs to be addressed. Need to assess resting and recovery
rate after exercise.
Blood - have a wide range of uses and are one of the most
common types of medical tests.
For example, a blood test can be used to:
● assess your general state of health
● check if you have an infection

Life Events
The impact of life events relating to relationship changes and changes in life circumstances.
Life event - An important event in
someone's life examples include, new relationship, starting school, death of a family member,
new job
Relationship changes – can affect a person’s self-esteem and confidence. Can also bring added
stress.
Unexpected life event – something that takes a person completely by surprise. They never saw
it coming
e.g. losing job
Expected life event – predictable life events that the individual is sure will happen, they are
planned e.g.
leaving school.

Knowledge

Year 11 Cycle 2 Health and Social Care Knowledge Organiser
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Peak Flow
Body Mass
Index
Obese
Indicators

Abnormal
Government
Lifestyle

WEEK 3
Physiological
indicators

WEEK 4
Abnormal
Readings

ONS – (Office for national statistics) collects data on the lifestyle of people. This includes

Lifestyle data-individuals can measure their lifestyle choices against Government data

In fact abnormal readings may indicate potential significance

Abnormal readings - mean any measurement/results outside the normal range. It might be a
one off, or a risk to health.

Peak flow - a simple measurement of how quickly you can blow air out of
your lungs. It's often used to help diagnose and monitor asthma. It is measured in litres per
minute (L/min)
Body mass index (BMI)- can be used to quickly and simply assess if someone is likely to be a
healthy weight. It uses a person’s weight and
height. There are 6 categories
according to the NHS:
Underweight (less than 18.5),
Healthy weight (18.5-24.9),
Overweight(25-29.9),
Obese (30-34.9), Severly
Obese (35-39.9) and Morbidly
Obese (40 0r above).
BMI is calculated using this formula:
Weight in KG
BMI = (Height in m2)
Indicators – a measure of health,external measurements and observations of your body which
can provide you with some idea of your internal health.
Aspects of lifestyle – how the individual lives their life (which are less easily measured) but still
useful, can be assessed through questionnaires.

● see how well certain organs, such as the liver and
kidneys, are working
● screen for certain genetic conditions
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Lifestyle indicators

Inactive
Guidelines
Chronic

Consumption
Alcohol
Risk
Equivalent

WEEK 6
Lifestyle indicators

WEEK 7

Interpretation
Premature
Average

WEEK 5
Lifestyle indicators

Guidelines are at least 150 minutes of moderate intensity activity a week or 75 minutes of

Interpretation of lifestyle data, specifically risks to physical health associated with:
Inactive lifestyles - Adults should do some type of physical activity every day. Any type of activity
is good for you. The more you do the better.

The risk of developing a range of health problems (including cancers of the mouth, throat and
breast) increases the more you drink on a regular basis.
If you wish to cut down the amount you drink, a good way to help achieve this is to have several
drink-free days a week

One unit is 10ml of pure alcohol,The new alcohol unit guidelines are equivalent to six pints of
average strength beer or six 175ml glasses of average strength wine. if you have one or two
heavy drinking episodes a week, you increase your risk of long-term illness and injury

Alcohol consumption - To keep health risks from alcohol to a low level, the UK Chief Medical
Officers (CMOs) advise it is safest not to drink more than 14 units a week on a regular basis.

Interpretation of lifestyle data, specifically risks to physical health associated with:

Two-thirds of smokers say they want to quit, however most try to do so unaided, which is the least
effective method. Smokers who get the right support are 3 times as likely to quit successfully.

Smoking- Smoking is the leading cause of preventable illness and premature death in England,
with about half of all life-long smokers dying prematurely, losing on average around 10 years of
life. It accounts for approx. 16% of all deaths across the UK.

Interpretation of lifestyle data, specifically risks to physical health.

information about safe limits for smoking, drinking alcohol and participating in exercise.
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Key definitions

Self esteem-How good or bad an individual feels about themselves and how much they value
their abilities.

Pollution-The act of introducing harmful substances or irritants that cause damage to living
organisms into the environment.

Income-The money people receive from their work, savings, pension, benefits or investments.

Material possessions-Objects that can be bought but are not essential to live on, such as
jewellery or a large TV.

Nicotine-A powerful, addictive drug found in tobacco.

Monitor-To check progress over a period of time.

Long term-more than six months

Short term-Is less than 6 months.

Chronic- Illness comes on gradually, is long term (more than 3 months) and generally can be
treated but not cured.

Acute- Illness comes on quickly, is short term and can be cured.

vigorous intensity activity a week. It has been proven that regular exercise has a 20-30%
reduced risk of premature death, as well as Up to 50% reduced risk of developing major chronic
diseases such as coronary heart disease, stroke, diabetes and cancers.
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Week 1
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Week 2
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Week 3
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Week 4
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Week 5
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Week 6
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Week 7
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Ownership
The companies who own the companies that produce and distribute media texts.
Funding
The means by which companies pay for the produc�on of their products.
Regula�on
Rules or sets of standards that are expected. Regulatory bodies, such as OfCom oversee this.
Produc�on
The process of making a media text
Distribu�on
The ways in which media products are made available to audiences – either physically or online
Convergence
The coming together of technologies and ins�tu�ons to create a new product or media
experience
Conglomerate
A large corpora�on that owns a number of large media companies, o�en giving them control
over the market
Public Service Broadcas�ng
TV & Radio programmes that are broadcast to beneﬁt the public rather than make a proﬁt
Private Sector
Companies not owned by the state but run for proﬁt

Media Industries: Key Words

●

●
●

●

●

Tabloid newspaper, founded in 1964 (ﬁrst as a broadsheet), then becoming a tabloid in 1969
Published by the News Group Newspapers division of News UK, owned by Rupert Murdoch’s
News Corp
Published Monday to Saturday un�l February 2012, when The Sun on Sunday replaced The
News of the World to make it a 7-day-a-week publica�on
Had the largest circula�on of any daily newspaper in the UK, before being overtaken by
Metro in March 2018
Regional edi�ons of the newspaper for Scotland, Northern Ireland & Republic of Ireland
Currently supports the Conserva�ve Party (since 2009) but has changed allegiances over the
years. It supported the Brexit Leave campaign.
It’s sister paper, The News of the World, was involved in a major hacking scandal in 2010
which led to the Leveson Enquiry and the paper’s closure

Newspapers: The Sun h ps://www.thesun.co.uk

●
●

Week 1/5

Week 2/6

Ac�ve audience
The idea that media audiences consider the messages they receive and come to their
own conclusions
Passive audience
The idea that media audiences directly receive the intended message without
ques�oning it
Niche audience
A small, specialist audience
Mass audience
A large, generalised audience
Targe�ng
Appealing to the speciﬁc wants and needs of the target audience
Categorisa�on
The categories we put audiences into for targe�ng purposes, usually based on age,
gender, social class
Demographic
Audiences categorised according to professional and social status (A,B,C1,C2,D,E)
Consump�on
The receiving of a media text by the audience
Dominant Reading
The interpreta�on of a text that the producer intended

UK Radio Drama on BBC Radio 4 (92-95 FM & 198 LW)
Transmits twice daily: 19.02 Sunday to Friday, repeated at 14.02 the next day
(excluding Saturdays). Omnibus edi�on Sunday 10.00
Broadcast simultaneously online; the last 7 days’ episodes are available via BBC
Sounds
Also available via subscrip�on as a downloadable podcast
Also available via Radio 4 MW across Europe and to the rest of the world via Bri�sh
Forces Broadcas�ng
First aired in 1950 on BBC’s Midlands Home Service as 5 pilot episodes of an
experimental new drama series by producer Godfrey Baseley

Media Audiences: Key Words

●

●
●

●

●
●

Radio: The Archers h ps://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006qpgr
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Developed by Epic Games
Released July 25, 2017
Available in 3 versions: Fortnite: Save the World; Fortnite Ba le Royale; Fortnite Crea�ve
Save the World – released 2017 available only for Windows, MacOS, Playsta�on 4, and Xbox
One
Ba le Royale – released in 2017; free-to-play
Crea�ve – released December 2018; available on the same pla�orms as Save the World,
plus Nintendo Switch, iOS & Android
Fortnite: Ba le Royale is the most popular with 125 million players in less than a year and
has won many awards

Hypodermic Syringe Theory
● The intended message is directly received and completely accepted by the audience
Cul�va�on Theory
● Over �me, repeated exposure to a certain message can inﬂuence the audience’s percep�on
of reality and everyday life
Two-step Flow Theory
● Informa�on is passed on to audiences via opinion leaders who add their own views.
Therefore, all informa�on received in the media is biased
Recep�on Theory
● A media producer encodes a message in a media text which the audience then decode
when they consume the text
● The audience decode the message in one of 3 ways:
o Preferred meaning: the message intended by the producer
o Nego�ated meaning: partly the intended message
o Opposi�onal meaning: the opposite of the intended meaning
Uses & Gra�ﬁca�ons Theory
● Media Audiences consume media texts to gain some kind of pleasure or use. There are 5
categories of these pleasures/uses and they link to Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs:
1. To be informed/educated
2. To iden�fy with characters/situa�on
3. To be entertained
4. To enhance social interac�on
5. To escape from the stresses of daily life

Media Audiences: Theories

●

●
●

●
●
●
●

Video Games: Fortnite (2017) h ps://www.epicgames.com/fortnite/en-US/home

Week 3/7
●
●
●

Development - Ideas are created, if necessary rights are bought, screenplay is
wri en and ﬁnancing is sought
Pre-produc�on - Cast and ﬁlm crew are found, loca�ons chosen and sets are
built
Produc�on - The ﬁlm is shot
Post-produc�on - The recorded ﬁlm is edited. crew work on the sound, images
and special eﬀects
Distribu�on - Finished ﬁlm is distributed. it is screened at the cinema and
released for home viewing

Curran & Seaton: Power & Media Industries
● The media is controlled by a small number of companies driven by proﬁt & power
● This limits variety, crea�vity & quality of media
Livingstone & Lunt: Regula�on
● The control over media products
● The ‘protec�on’ of ci�zens usually comes at the expense of the needs of the
consumer
Hesmondhalgh: Cultural Industries
● A small number of huge companies now control the whole media industry
● The poten�al of the internet to break crea�ve boundaries has been limited by its
commercialisa�on by huge media companies

Media Industries: Theories

5.

3.
4.

2.

1.

Media Industries: The 5 Stages of ﬁlm Produc on:

●
●
●

●
●
●

Directed by Sam Mendes
24th ﬁlm in the James Bond series
Used Pinewood Studios in London as its base, but was also shot in Mexico City,
Rome, Solden, Morocco and Austria
Produced by Eon Produc�ons for MGM and Columbia Pictures
Eon produc�ons is a Bri�sh ﬁlm produc�on company based in London
The video rights of all Eon’s ﬁlms are owned by MGM Home Entertainment and are
controlled by MGM’s distributor 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment
Co-distributed by Columbia Pictures
Es�mated budget of $245million – most expensive Bond ﬁlm ever made
UK/world release: 26 October 2015

Film: Spectre (2015) h ps://www.007.com
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Warming up - Doing exercises on your instrument or vocal
warmups to prepare for your rehearsal or practice session.

Technical Exercise - Exercises to improve your ability on your
instrument such as scales, arpeggios etc.

Challenges - Sections of songs or particular technical difficulties.

Practice Log - A written log of your personal practice session.
What you achieved and any challenges faced.

Personal Practice - Practising your instrument individually and
working on specific technical aspects.

Set-list - A list and order of the songs you will be performing.

Target - Something you aim for in your rehearsals.

Personal Aims - What you intend to accomplish from your
performance.

Rehearsal Plan - A plan of how the rehearsal will go. Song order, etc.

Stage Plan - A plan of where musicians are placed, where the
instruments are placed and where any backdrop or staging is
placed. Often drawn from a bird’s-eye point of view.

Non-Verbal Communication - How you stand and walk around on stage
so that the audience believes you are confident and know what you are
doing.

Verbal Communication - How you speak when performing on stage so
that the audience and/or the band hears you clearly.

Audience Expectation - What an audience might expect to see/hear
from this performance.

Rehearsal Log - A written log of the rehearsals. What you’ve achieved.
Any challenges you faced and how you might overcome them.

Production Plan - Live performance plan showing consideration of
repertoire, timings, resources (equipment), personnel.

Target Audience - The type of people you are performing to. E.g. Rock
fans or punk fans.

Jamming/Warm Up - Doing exercises or sections of your song to
prepare for your rehearsal.

Health & Safety - Regulations or procedures intended to prevent
accident or injury.

Rehearsing: Weeks 2 and 6

Planning:: Weeks 1 and 5
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Minor - A tonality that feels sad/dark/melancholy.

Major - A tonality that feels bright/happy/uplifting.

Tonality - describes the feel/mood of the music.

Production Techniques - Effects added to music to create a
certain sound. For example, autotune on vocals to give an
electronic/robotic sound.

Structure - The layout of the music. In pop songs we have verse,
chorus, bridge,etc.
Evaluation - The making of a judgement about the amount,
number, or value of something; assessment.
Texture - The different layers of music in a piece/song.
Repertoire - A stock of plays, dances, or items that a company or
Unison - Everyone playing/singing the same thing at the same
a performer knows or is prepared to perform.
time.
Comprehensive - in a very clear or convincing manner.
Homophonic - Different notes/harmonies played at the same
time, e.g. chords.
Performance anxiety - extreme nervousness experienced before
or during participation in an activity taking place in front of an
Polyphonic - Different melodies played at the same time.
audience.

Balance - “Balance” refers to the strength in sound of a section. A
good balance will mean all sections/players can be heard clearly.

Audience - The assembled spectators or listeners at a public event
such as a play, film, concert, or meeting.

Instrumentation - The instruments heard in a song/piece.

Style - The genre of music. E.g. Pop, Rock, Country, Classical,
Jazz, etc.

Preparation for Live Performance: Weeks 4 and 8

Describing Musical Features: Weeks 3 and 7
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Glossary of terms
SLOW SHUTTER SPEED - Camera shutter stays open for longer to capture things
like light trails or eerie type photos of blurred faces etc. . .
FAST SHUTTER SPEED - Camera shutter opens and closes very fast to capture
things like moving objects such as footballers in action.
TECHNIQUES - The method used to either take the photo or to edit the photo.
PROCESSES - The method used to edit a photograph that usually follows a range of
steps rather than just one change.
SCANNING - A way of making a copy of your manual edits and viewing them on
your computer.
TRIPOD - A 3 legged stand that the DSLR camera is screwed onto and ensures the
camera is held in place, ideal for for portrait, studio and slow shutter speed
photoshoots.

Experimenting, photoshop
edits, manual edits, taking
photos using different
camera settings.

Glossary of terms
COLOURED FILM - Different coloured thin clear plastic used to manually edit photos
or put on the end of the camera lens to act as a colour filter when taking photos.
ADJUSTMENT LAYERS - In Photoshop are a group of super useful, non-destructive
image editing tools that add colour and tonal adjustments (hue/saturation, levels etc) to
your image without permanently changing its pixels. With the adjustment layers, you can
edit and discard your adjustments or restore your original image at any time.
FILTERS - In Photoshop, filters are individual algorithms (e.g. behind-the-scenes
calculations) that alter the appearance of an image. For example, a simple filter might blur a
selected region while an advanced filter could make a photograph look like a hand-drawn
sketch.

Photoshoot Planning
After researching your artist and exploring their
techniques you need to create a photoshoot planning
page. This should include . . .
WHAT you will photograph (people (who, why?),
objects etc)
WHERE you will photograph Studio, School, Town,
Beach etc)
HOW (What settings on the camera (auto, macro,
shutter speed (fast or slow) etc . . .)
WHEN will you shoot? Day, night, sunrise, sunset.
Include technical research if needed. What
problems might you face? Weather conditions,
Equipment failure, wrong lighting etc . . How will you
overcome them.

Key Terms
Photomontage is an image made up by combining
several images. Its early origins were adopted by the
surrealists who exploited the possibilities
photomontage offered by using free association to
bring together widely disparate images, to reflect the
workings of the unconscious mind.
Perspective in photography is defined as the
sense of depth or spatial relationship between objects
in a photo. By changing perspective, subjects can
appear much smaller or larger than normal.

WEEK 2 & 6
FOCUS - Assessment Objective 2 (AO2)
Jerry N. Uelsmann (1934 - present day) is an
American photographer and was an early exponent of
photomontage in the 20th century in America. His
work in darkroom effects foreshadowed the use of
Adobe Photoshop to make surrealistic images in the
late 20th century, His work combines several images
into one to create a mysterious and dream-like
image.

Research, inspiration, mind
maps, shoot plans and your
ideas.

Artists/Photographers - Cycle 2 - Surrealism
Erik Johansson (1985 - present day) is a
Swedish-born artist based in Prague who creates
surreal images by recombining photographs and other
materials. He captures ideas by combining images
using Photoshop in new ways to create what looks
like a real photograph, yet with logical inconsistencies
to impart an effect of surrealism.

WEEK 1 & 5
FOCUS - Assessment Objective 1 (AO1)
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Writing, annotating, taking
photos etc . . .

Technical Keyboard Shortcuts
Ctrl + D = Deselect
Ctrl + C = Copy
Ctrl + X = Cut
Ctrl + V = Paste
Ctrl + T = Transform
Ctrl + Alt + Z = Step back (Undo)
Ctrl + Shift + Alt + V = Paste into selection
Glossary of Terms
LETRASET - Sheets of letters / typefaces and other artwork elements that can be
transferred to artwork by scribbling a pen over the plastic backing.
FRAMING - Framing in photography refers to the technique of drawing focus to the
subject in the photo by blocking other parts of the image with something in the scene.
SURREAL / SURREALISM - Comes from a 20th-century avant-garde movement in art
and literature which sought to release the creative potential of the unconscious mind, an
almost dreamlike state of objects not as they should be. (The irrational juxtaposition of
images).

Composition (The layout) Put simply,
composition is how the elements of a photo are
arranged. A composition can me made up of many
different elements, or only a few. It's how the artist
puts those things within a frame that help a
photograph become more or less interesting to the
viewer.
●
Rule of Thirds
●
Leading Lines
●
Framing

Screenshots are an important part of AO3, it's a
picture taken of each step of your editing process
in Photoshop (or photos if manually editing) You
do this by using the print screen button on your
keyboard and then Ctrl + V to paste into your
digital sketchbook. You should also support these
screenshots with annotation as to what tools you
used and why you used them.

WEEK 3 & 7
FOCUS - Assessment Objective 3 (AO3)

Finished edits, outcomes,
project evaluation & final
piece.

Glossary of Terms
MANUAL EDITING - Changing a photograph using your hands, for example
writing, drawing, weaving or painting over an image.
WEAVING - Weaving is a method in which two distinct sets of yarns or threads are
interlaced at right angles to form a fabric or cloth. In our case we do this with photos.
IMAGE MAKER / MOD PODGE - An all-in-one glue, sealer and finish used to
attach paper and fabric to various surfaces.
JUXTAPOSITION - When a photographer puts two objects close to each other and
tries to attract the viewer's attention to their differences. When the contrast between
these two objects is the first thing that catches the viewer's eye, juxtaposition is
achieve

Mixed Media is a term used to describe artworks
composed from a combination of different media or
materials, for example printed pictures, photos,
newspapers etc.. It has become widespread as artists
developed increasingly open attitudes to the media of
art. Essentially art can be made of anything or any
combination of things.
Installation art is an artistic genre of
three-dimensional works that are often site-specific
and designed to transform the perception of a space.

Assessment Keywords
Personal response - Belonging to or affecting you
rather than anyone else. How you feel about your
work.
Meaningful - To show meaning (to express or
represent an idea).
Intentions - Something that you want and plan to
do.
Visual Language - How your images communicate
to the viewer.

WEEK 4 & 8
FOCUS - Assessment Objective 4 (AO4)
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Eli st
Not a reﬂec on of society
Stops pressure from richest parents to improve state schools

Norms - informal rules that influence social behaviour
Values - important beliefs held by individuals and social groups
Hidden Curriculum - a set of values, attitudes and principals transmitted to pupils but not part
of the formal curriculum - timetabled lessons
Social cohesion - a sense of belonging to society
Meritocracy - a system that rewards merit rather than inherited status
Social mobility - movement between classes
Correspondence principle - education serves the needs of capitalism - school mirrors work
National Curriculum - the things everyone has to study at school

-

Disadvantages of Independent schools

Deschooling
Schools should be abolished and replaced by informal education eg. Summerhill
The reason schools should be removed is that they do not let children learn at their
own pace. They prevent them following their natural curiosity.
Schools are inflexible

Types of schools
Academy - independently managed - sponsored by businesses - greater control over finances and
staff
Free - schools set up by charities, religions, parents or universities
Faith - schools funded by a church
Special - educational or physical disability - pupils who have been assessed and shown to need
more help
Grammar - select students by 11+
Comprehensive - open to all, no selection
Independent schools:- parents pay and they set their own curriculum
Advantages of Independent Schools
Class sizes smaller
Don’t have to teach na onal curriculum
Be�er facili es
More academic culture
Be�er level of achievement 29.5% A-A* compared to 10.5% in state schools
Be�er chance of ge�ng into be�er Universi es – be�er job prospects.

Random - anyone
Snowball - ask one person and they point you to another
Systematic - every nth person
Stratified - choose so many from each subgroup

SAMPLING Methods
Sample - the group chosen
Sample Frame - the group you could choose from
Sampling method - how you chose the sample

Vocational education
Education that prepares pupils for the world of work

Parents do this because:Religion
Bullying
Protect children from society
Illness
Child has special needs

Home Education
About 37,000 children are home educated every year by parents. No formal rules
about what should be taught
Children receive all their educa on from their parents/carers
Checked by Ofsted

Week 2

Week 1

Year 11 - Sociology - Education
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3.Secondary Socialisa on Following on from family Educa on will con nue to teach
norms and values (Durkheim). This is essen al as schools use universal standards (same
exams/tests) for everyone. Whereas families us Par cularis c standards (individual
children are judged based on their posi on in the family (Parsons). In society status is
gained by merit & this is the same in educa on.
4. Role Alloca onEduca on allocates people to certain jobs based on their talents. It is
a meritocracy – everyone has an equal chance of success based on their talents and
eﬀorts. Educa on therefore oﬀers pupils a chance to do well and increase their social
posi on = Social Mobility.
Is educa on always posi ve ? Not all sociologists agree
● Educa on favours the rich
● School does not suit all students
● Achievement is aﬀected by external factors like gender and ethnicity
The main role of educa on is:● Secondary socialisa on- learning the norms and values of society
● Role alloca on - pu ng pupils into categories for work
● Social control - teaching us how to behave

2. Social Cohesions in order for society to work we all need to know how we should
behave and what is expected of us. Educa on’s job is to pass on socie es core values
through both Hidden and Formal curriculum. Means we all have shared values.
(Durkheim/Parsons).

Marxism

Functionalism
Concentrate on the posi ve role educa on plays in society
4 func ons:
1.Durkheim - learning specialist skills to help advance industrial society. Schools should
teach appropriate skills to appropriate pupils

Respect for Authority – polite to teachers
Obedience – follow the rules
Dress code – uniform
Rou ne – metable
Rewards/Sanc ons – exam results
Hierarchy – place in the rankings

-

Cri cism
Educa on does create social mobility
Pupils have free will to decide whether to join a subculture
Ignores other factors like gender
Outdated

Paul Willis ‘Learning to Labour’ -He disagreed with Bowles and Gin s said that pupils
do not passively accept their posi on in school but ac vely work to create something
they can be successful at. Willis studies teenage boys in bo�om set in their last year at
school. They created a subculture to ensure they got status.

●
●
●
●
●
●

Bowles and Gini s Correspondence theory. They believe school mirrors work. This is
so school prepares pupils for the world of work By crea ng a docile, obedient and
hardworking workforce. This is done through the Hidden Curriculum which teaches:

Rela onship between educa on & Capitalism.Marxists see educa on as suppor ng
Capitalism by making sure working class pupils are prepared for boring repe ve
labour. Only the middle class are encouraged to aspire to higher levels = Myth of
meritocracy.

Week 4

Week 3
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Week 6
SOCIAL CLASS - it's difficult for schools to measure class - however they know who is
eligible for Free School Meals (FSM). These statistics show:53% of FSM fail to make expected progress at KS2
They are more likely to be in lower streams
They are more likely to get poor GCSEs
They are less likely to go to University
This is because of external and internal factors
EXTERNAL
Material deprivation:- (Cooper and Stewart)Education is free but there is a hidden cost to
education- uniform, equipment. Cold overcrowded conditions leads to illness and time off
school. They may have limited access to the internet
Cultural Deprivation:Bourdieu:- Cultural Capital - middle class parents have cultural capital- provide attitudes,
motivation and educational toys to their children
Gerwitz - Middle Class parents understand the educational system and can get their
children into the best schools
Douglas parental interest is a major factor in success in education
Speech patterns Bernstein M/C and education use the elaborate code of speech whereas
the working class use the restricted code.
Working Class Subcultures :- the working class subculture is based on the idea of fatalism
and instant gratification but education rewards based on deferred gratification
INTERNAL FACTORS
Labelling -Becker- teachers label pupils based on their appearance, language and attitude.
They do this based on past experience. M/C are seen as the ideal pupil - obedient and
compliant
Setting and streaming - W/C tend to end up in the bottom streams. They see themselves as
failures and give up
W/C subcultures - have norms and values different from school
Subcultures - when a group rejects the dominant values and sets up a group with different
norms and values:- Willis found that W/C will find ways to gain status and success at
school. This may mean developing subcultures in which status comes from poor behaviour

Week 5

EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
SATS - standard tests aged 7 and 11
GCSEs - external exams since 1986 use to be A_G now 9-1
Progress 8 - measures pupils progress from the age of 11 to 16 in 8 subjects
EDUCATIONAL POLICY
1988 Education Act- introduced
National curriculum
League Tables
Ofsted
Vocational education
Schools can opt out and manage their own finances
Free choice - no more going to your catchment area school ( marketisation schools compete for pupil)
New Labour 1997-2010
Introduced academies/ nursery places for 3year olds. Sure Start nursery. EMA /
university tuition fees
Since 2010 Conservative Governments
Cut EMA/ raised tuition fees/ introduced pupil premium/ FSM to the age of 7/9-1
GCSE grades
TIER 3 WORDS
Marketisation:- education is more like a business based on competition and consumer
choice
Hidden Curriculum:-daily routines which transmit the norms and values
Streaming and setting:- what method is used to group pupils
Labelling:- how teachers view and label pupils
Material Deprivation:- inability of individuals or households to afford goods and activities
that are typical of that society
Cultural Deprivation:- inability of working class parents to provide their children with
cultural capital
Cultural Capital:- Skills and values passed on to children by their parents eg. language
skills and motivation
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Week 8
ETHNICITY - chinese/Indian most successful
Black Caribbean / Pakistani do worst
External
Material deprivation- Ethnic minorities are more likely to be on low income- unable to
afford equipment for school
Cultural deprivation- cultural is different - place different values on education
Language - English as a second language - can’t access school systems
Internal
Racism - ethnic minorities are more likely to be in lower sets- school policies are not in
their native language and attitudes discriminate
Ethnocentric Curriculum - English history, music , traditions and food
Subcultures - same ethnic groups gather into distinctive subcultures which gives them
alternative success and status
Exception:- Fuller ‘Black girls succeed to spite the teachers’
School ethos:- character, atmosphere and climate of a school
labelling :- attaching a tag to someone based on their appearance, behaviour or
background
Self fulfilling prophecy:- when the label is adopted and people behaviour according to
that label
Pupil Premium:- additional funding granted to pupils on free school meals
Ethnocentric Curriculum:- when the formal curriculum is based around one culture
Institutional Racism:- racism is embedded in the system of education

Week 7

GENDER
Before the 1980s boys did better than girls. Since GCSEs the pattern is reversed
External reasons:Legal reforms - 1988 Education Act boys and girls take same core subjects
Expectations- girls have greater expectations than just being wives and mothers
Feminism has improved women’s expectations
Sue Sharpe 1976 girls wanted love, marriage, husband, children, jobs and careers
1994 girls wanted job,career and independence
Socialisation - girls toys and activities encourage communication (Bedroom culture). Boys
are active and therefore do not develop communication skills so are disadvantaged at school
Hidden Curriculum - instils correct behaviour for their gender- uniform, sport
Teacher expectations:- Feminisation of education - female teachers creates the idea
education is for girls. Only 16% of boys have a male teacher before the age of 11
Subcultures- girls conform to rules better than boys. Boys create subcultures to gain
status. Like Willis ‘the Lads’ study Boys who work are accused of being like girls
SUBJECT CHOICE
Traditional gender stereotypes influence choice
Science - boys because practical - parental expectation influences choice

External factors - things outside of school which affect achievement
Internal Factors - things in school which affect achievement
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Balance: The ability to maintain centre of mass over a base of support.
1. Static Balance – a still balance like a handstand
2. Dynamic Balance – a moving balance like a cartwheel
Power: The product (result) of speed x strength.

Reaction time: The time that it takes for a sports performer to respond to a stimulus
and initiate (start) their response.

Agility: The ability of a sports performer to quickly and precisely (exactly) move or
change direction without losing balance or time.

Skill related:
Coordination: The smooth flow of movement needed to perform a motor task efficiently
(wasting as little energy as possible) and accurately (without going wrong).

Flexibility: Being able to move a joint fluidly (smoothly) through its complete (whole)
range of movement

Body Composition: The The relative ratio (amount) of fat mass to fat-free mass in the
body

Speed: Speed (m/s) = distance (m) / Time (s).
There are three types of speed:
1. Accelerative speed – sprints up to 30 m 2. Pure speed- sprints up to 60 m
3. Speed endurance- sprints with a short recovery period (rest) in between.

Muscular Strength: The maximum force (strength) that can be generated (made) by a
muscle or muscle group.

Aerobic Endurance: The ability of the cardiorespiratory system to work efficiently,
supplying nutrients and oxygen to working muscles during sustained (long lasting)
physical activity.

Physical:
Muscular Endurance: The ability of the muscular system to work efficiently and
continue to contract over a period of time against a light to moderate load.

Week 1 & 5 - Components of Fitness

PE Year 11 Cycle 2 - Knowledge Organiser

Body mass index (BMI) /
Bioelectrical impedance
analysis (BIA) / skinfold test
Sit and reach test
Illinois agility test
Vertical jump test

Body Composition

Flexibility
Agility
Power

Hand grip dynamometer test

Muscular Strength

35 meter sprint test

Multistage fitness test /
Forestry step test

Aerobic Endurance

Speed

1 minute sit up/press up

Test

Muscular
Endurance

COF

Plyometric training /
free weight training

Static stretching /
ballistic / PNF

Hollow sprints / interval
/ acceleration sprints

Free weight training

Continuous / fartlek /
interval

Circuit training / free
weight training

Method of training

Equipment required for tests:
● 1 Minute Sit-up and Press-up Test: mat / stopwatch
● Multistage Fitness Test: Test recording / speakers / tape measure / cones
● Forestry Step Test: Steps / stopwatch / metronome
● Handgrip Dynamometer test: Grip Dynamometer
● 35 Meter Sprint Test: Tape measure / stopwatch / tape or cones
● Body Mass Index (BMI) Test: Scales / tape measure or stadiometer
● Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis (BIA): BIA analyser / mat
● Skinfold Test: Skinfold callipers
● Sit and Reach Test: Tape measure / box / or sit and reach box / mat
● Illinois Agility Test: Tape measure / cones / tape / stopwatch
● Vertical Jump Test: Chalk / tape measure / wall / scales(to work out power)

Type

Week 2 & 6 - FItness Testing and Training
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Reversibility: If training stops or the intensity of training is not sufficient
(enough) to cause adaptation, training effects will be reversed.

Adaptation: How the body reacts to training loads by increasing its ability to
cope with those loads.

Progressive overload: In order to progress (improve), training needs to be
demanding enough to cause the body to adapt(change) to improve performance.

Rest and recovery: A sports performer needs to rest to allow their body to
recover. During recovery the body repairs any damage caused by exercise.

Variation: It is important to do different activities in training to the performer
doesn’t get bored.

Individual needs: The programme should be designed to
meet individual training goals and needs e.g. a fitter person would have a harder
training programme.

There are also seven additional principles of training (SPORVAIR):
Specificity: Training should be linked to the sport, activity or physical / skill-related
fitness goal.

There are four basic principles of training (FITT):
● Frequency – How often to train per week
● Intensity – How hard to train
● Time – How long to train
● Type – What training method should be used to improve the type of fitness
needed for the sport.

Week 3 & 7 The Basic and Additional Principles of Training

Free weight training reps and 1 rep max %:
● Muscular endurance - low load / high rep
○ 50-60% 1RM / 20 reps
● Elastic strength (power) - medium load / medium rep
○ 75% 1RM / 12 reps
● Muscular strength - high load / low rep
○ 90% 1RM - 6 reps

You can also estimate a RPE scale/Borg scale rating from a heart rate (bpm):
RPE scale = HR (bpm) ÷10.

The numbers on the scale represent the different levels of exercise intensity.
The BORG can be used to estimate a person’s heart rate HR (bpm) = RPE x 10
e.g. a perform says they are working extremely hard and give a RPE scale rating of
19 their estimated heart rate is: HR (bpm) = RPE X 10

Heart rate training zones:
The target zone recommended to improve cardiorespiratory fitness is 60%-85% of HR
max (a person’s maximum heart rate).
Working out target zones:
1. Calculate maximum heart rate (HR max) HR max = 220 – age (years)
2. Find upper training threshold = HR max X 0.85
3. Find lower training threshold = HR max X 0.60
e.g. 220 – 25 (age) = 195 bpm
195 x 0.85 = 165.75 = 166 bpm (upper training threshold)
195 x 0.60 = 117 bpm (lower training threshold)
Target zone = 117 bpm – 166 bpm

Heart rate – The number of times the heart beats per minute (bpm)
Maximum heart rate – also called HR max
HR max = 220 – age (years)
e.g. the maximum heart rate of a 25 year old is 195 bpm

Week 4 & 8 - Exercise Intensity

Notes
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Notes
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Stoke Damerel Six
RESPECT
• Respect each other
• Be kind, treat others how
you want to be treated
• Respect yourself

RESPONSIBLE

RESILIENT

• Take responsibility for your

• Commit to your learning
• Try your best
• And try again and again

PREPARED

PROFESSIONAL

• Be prepared and ready to learn
• Be here, be on time and bring
everything you need for learning
• Take part in your learning
and your school

• Be polite
• Be welcoming to all
members of our College
• Smile and be friendly

learning and behaviour
• Try to be a leader
• Be a positive role model

PRIDE
• Be proud to learn; proud

of your work
• Wear your Stoke Damerel
uniform with pride
• Be proud of yourself

